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Sin: The manuscript which I am transmitting herewith, on Education in Formosa, was prepared by Mr. initial' II. .Vrtiold. American
consul at Tanisui. Formosa. and was sent by him to the Department

of Stan Through the courtesy or the Smithsonian Institutionto
_)which office tlw paper had been transmitted by the Department of
State. I have Hemmed it for publication in the Bulletin a the Bureau
of Education, and have,the honor to reconmieuil that it he published
the numbers of that Bulletin fur the c rrent year.
as one
The special interest attaching to this repo of Mr. Arnold's arises
from the fact that the educational campaign f the Japanese Government in Formosa, which he dosclnis with careful at tentioif to essential details, offers a signifieant parallel to the educqtional campaign
which- our Government is conducting, at no great distance from
Formosa And under somewhat similar conditions. in the Philippine
Islands.
Very resr Pict fully.
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PREFk.
IN'iti Japan and Aineriea entering the ratifilis of the colonizing
ptmers, the question of chlonial iducation becomes particularly
',intuit, especially so in view of the fact that education IP. both
Japan and .\ieria occupies it cumin rioting poSition. It is rather
have become
significant that the two great Paci lic powers
cohmizing nations \vithin three years of each other.
It is the purpose of this monograph to set forth the result's of
Japan's; efforts to establish an educational system in Formosa, her
first colonial possession. In ordilr that We may fully unders(imil the

nature of the probleiti \vith'w,icli she has to contend. I have attonipted 10 describe somte viiat ffnlly the ork of 11(4 predecessors in

the island, the l)tit.cli and the ('Ilinese'. Thus the itionograipli has
in Formosa,
natura% resolved itself into a history Of
hare touched upon the subject of eilination iii Loth china
IVItile
and .lapap, I have made no effort to describe conditionsas they obFor such a description, the reader is referred
tain in filOSI,
to Mr. Robert E. Lewiss admirable lyok. The_Educational ('ontpwst,
'of the Far East.
For Much of my material U.:IVO to acknowledge my imdebtedness
to the Rev. William Campbell's work. entitled Formosa under the
Dutch." and to tlie Oficial publications of the Formosan government;
I anti especially, indebted to Mr./1114.11W. director of education in
Foi;liosa. qiid to ItI. Opt \rn. his N'el'y :11110 assistant. for their extreme

kindness in 0 liording me every-possible opportunity to study conditions at first hand.
I..1N II. ARNOLD.

A 4:RICAN
Tennsui haitoteil. Furnio.w.,
_
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I. THE Drivil

(.1imPANy.

To IIo Ilatid the island of Formosa is indebted for ifs first schools.
In the early part of the seventeenth (Tlit UFA', NVIIVII all` Dutch West

India Com Hirny was establishing trading posts and appropriating to
itself lands upon the .kmericav continent, the Dutch East India Corn -.

pan, unsuccessful in its olio., to drivethe Portuguese from Macao
or to secure trading privileges upon tht7China coast, established itself'
without opposit ioitin the soutikern ))art of Formosa. This company
claimed the island by virtue of an agreement NVilit China anti proposed,to make it a valuable trading post. Instead'of laboring to gain
;
thee ittentti
t ; , nsip
of twenfv-live or thirty thousand Ilaklea Chinese residents in the island, or that of a hatulful of Nvealthy Japanese tyades,
already there, they wisely courted the good will of the aborigines who -,
1

oOled the territory upOn which they settled. :14 began to trade
with these natives and to colon& the country., They soon discovered
that t heir Influence with the alxniginei could be rendered' more ef-

fective and their truth; relations extended by converting them to
Accordingly. in 1627 George Candidius, under ap-

ChristianitY.

',ointment fronr the Dutch Government. joined the Dutch Company
in south Forno,sa to engage in yt,Ilgiotis anteducational work among
the native tribes.
2. -THE INHABITANTS OF SOUTH FORMOSA.

In; his account of the inhabitants, Candidius describes the natives
as a savage antrbarfmrotis peopIte, the men tan and rt'bust and the
iromen- short and stout. *The co or of their skin resembled that of
the East Indian. The men went about in the summer naked., while
the women, upon certain occasions, exhibited ll'o shame in going about
in a similar state. Different villages often spoke different dialects and

were at continual warfare one with another. Tie people wtre us a

...

rule peacefully disposed toward foreigners and often very hosp
They showed no desire to cultivate their fields further. Ahan was neces9
48818-087-2
#'
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sary to gain a meager subsistence, although their lands were extremely fertile. The women did most of tile farming, while theyounger men seldom or never e4aged in tilling the soil, their only
work consisting in hunting and fishing. The .older men worked in
the fields, but not in the same fields with their wives, until after their
fiftieth year, nor did they live with their wives after having attained

ar

that age. Adult males, until their fiftieth --nar. lived in villages.
seplrnte from the women, stealing over at night to visit their wives.
Although a woman married young. yet it was considered a sin for her
to give birth to a child before her 37th year.

.

The men married after attaining the age of .21. and as a rule
Married but on wife, although fornicathm and adultery were not
considered sins. According to Candiditts. a village had no headman or chief. but was ruled by a set of 12 councilors. chosen from
among the male members of the tribe of upward of 40 yeari of age.
Cdnteniporaneous records. however, point to the fact that elisiom in
the different villages varied in this.part icular. for instances are 4ked

in which villages had their chiefs and headnien. The conn"rs

were in reality little more than police officers. their duties consisting
in seeing that the customs and ceremonies of the village were properly observed and that the commands of the priestesses were respecter
Theft. !Arden manslaughter, and adultery were not pimishable by
law, but custom decreed that the offended party or his relatives might
seek personal revenge by taking possession of certa.in property of the
offender in retribution. For instance, should a man have discovered

e

anther in adultery with his wife. lie Was entitled to take from thel
offender two or three pigs.
Candidins further states that, although these aborigines were unable to read or write, yet they had a form of religion which had been
handed down through successive generations. They acknowledged
ninny gods, among which were two principal ones. Priestesses acted

as interpreters foe their gods and perforated the sacrificial rites.

'

.

These priestesses also assisted in the burial ceremonies. which were
very elaborate and which lasted many days. The bodies of the departed were submitted to a slow process of toasting for a period of
nine days, during hichlime the relatives indulged in much feasting.
After three years the skeletons we buried. according: to common
belief,the soul after death met with either ptiiiisimpttflf or reward.
In warfare these natives were treacherbus and cruel, Their weapons consisted of swords, spears, and shields. They avoided open warfare, preferrirstoNsecure by stealth'or cunning as many of the heads
of the enemy as possible. The securing of a head was an occasion
for great rejoicing, and after the flesh was boiled off dig skull was
preserved as a trophy. Although the member of the tribe who could
display the greatest number of these trophies was held in high esteem
4111,

.

--iiii
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by his fellow-tribesmen, yet the only mark of respect recognized by
all was tI at t' which one was entitled by virtue of seniority.
These gibes were, accordeog to most writers, of Malay type, and
undoubtedlt>related tot vibes inhabiting the Philippines., The Dutch
describe them as being superior to the Chinese with whom they came
into contact. but these opinions were, without doubt, influenced by a
prejudice against, the t.'hinese resident in the inland.
3. ItEoINNINoS of DUTCII MISsIONARY WORK.

:\fter Candidius had learned the language of the natives, he applied himself assiduously to the task of bringing them into touch
with the doctrines of christianity. Meanwhile helpers were sent
from Holland to assist in the missionary work. All educational work
undertaken by the Dutch in FOrniosa Was (1011C in the interests of
the Dutch church. Just nwtion was based upon the catechism, the
Lord's prayer. and certain sermons. As.tia, natives Avere divided

into many tribes, no two wider the same chief or headman, and as
they had no literature tn' teachers to propagate their creeds., it was
deemed a couparativel' easy 'natter to replace their religion by that
of Christianity. Naturally schools beeitme a necessity. in order that
the people !night learn to read and Wn their own language, That it
might serve its a medium for the propagat m of the tenets of the
°e*
Christian faith.
1. 5I10015 1,01(

AtIoltIOINEst METIlonS in, INSTRUCTION.

It is recorded that a school of 70 boys was opental in the year 1633
under a Dutch instructor who endeavored to teach the natives to read
and write their own language in roman letters. By the year 1643
there wereschodls established in seven or eight. different villages.
hatt and girls were in attendance in these schools, cam -'
Alamit
miffing to mentory a prescribed catechism. the Lord's iwayer, and
other religions texts. It app;ars that but few were taught f write,

fa in a school of SO pupils only IT were being taught to trite, in
order that they Slight he trained as uakive teachers. Attendance in
the seltxds was compulsory, although this was contrary to the wishes.<

of the parents, who preferred that their children la, permitted to
work in dal fields. For this reason it was often necessary to distribute food and clothing among the pupils, in order to compensate for
their attendance at school. Dur'ng one year 471 garments and about
distributed among 500 pupils. The
:183,000 pounds of rice
Dutch teachers complained that the use of the fertile only tended to

encourage the pupils to run away from school; in fact, in the Rev.
M. Junius's recommendation that a number of native students be sent
to Hollatid for training as clergymen, one of the reasons he assigned

12 .

;
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c

was that it WAS difficult to keep the p\ipils in the schools stifficiEttl5r
long to make them of any value to t1iy church, while in Irolland they
might be chastised without fear of their running away. Besides the
subjects above thentioned, pupils were also instructed in singing.

Schools for adult instruction were maintained. and attendance at
church was made compulsory. The Sabbath was observed with
strictness. All instruction Was carried on in the native dialect,
although it was proposed front time to time to introduce the Dutch

language into the schools.
The school-teachers were for the most part Dutch ex-soldiRs, who
after teaching for a short'aeriod were elevated to the position and
rank of schoolmaster. It appears that a mistake was made in elevating these soldiers to such' positions. for the Formosa Cousistory itself
admitted that little contilmce could he reposed in the Dutch schoolmasters. In the council or Formosti's report to the president and
councilors of the government of India. in October, 16-15, it was stated
in criticism of the conduct of the ex-soldier schoolmasters that - the
greater number were guilty of drunkenness, fornication. and adul-

tery; in fact. led most scandalous lives, so much so that hardly a
fourtb 'came up to our expectations.- By l644 there were 30 trained
native svhool-teacher, who received from the treasury of the corn-

/'

.. pany 1' real eacli a month, in addition to rations of rice NVIlkil the villagers. were in duty bound to contribute. It is said that the majority
of these were able to read and write. In 1645 it was deemed wise to

decrease the number of native schoolmaster, to 17, and to advance
their pay fourfold, in order that they might he free to give all of
their time to their work. instead ,of being obliged to devote a portion
of it to work in the fields.
5. arta:s Flat I M l'AIITI NI; RELIGIoUs I NSTFcTION.

Up to 1651 the clergy and judiciary were linked together, the
latter being subservient to the forti'irr. By order of the governorgeneral and councilors in 1651 the nergynten were discharged of all
civil and judicial services, in order that they might devote themselves more uninterruptedly to the conversion of the heathen; but the
schoolmasters still remained under the direct control pf the clergy
and beyond the jurisdiction of the judicial functionaries, which fact
led to cpnsiderable friction between the civil and ecclesiastical
authOrities, the former contending that a la schoolmaster often
found shelter and protection under the win
wines of the clergy, thus
'evading punishment. In Oaf year l657, by recommendation. of the
consistory of Batavia, the consistory in. Formosa drew up a set of
rules intended to establish a more concise and more uniform method
of imparting religious instruction. These rites were -as follows:
First That In the school for adults and young people the following only need
be learned by heart, namely, the two Wbil-Imown catechisms, the smaller con.
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taluing thirty-nine alai the larger sixty-nine questions and answers; the Lord's
Prayer: the ('reed: the Ten Commandments: the prayers to be used before Had
after meals, as also the morning and evening prayers. In egnmeetIon with this
it should he oh.lerved that In no ease whatsoever shall anyone be obliged to
Illtrn both catechisms by heart, but only one: adults the lesser one, as they
know it only: :GO the younger witIves the larger catechism. as they till now
11.1%e learned from it and have already committed the greater part of It to
memory.

Sertnally. That no scholar shall be obliged to leant more than the things
which have Just been mentioned. and that tame

Air

them need be burdened with

any explanations or expositions in connection with tilt; larger or the lesser
catechism, except It be out of school hours.

Thirdly. That all clergymen. catechists, and schoolmnaters shall do what
they can to promote the knowledge of saving truth by gb Mg proper instruction

front the catechism both to old and to young. not only in the churches :tad
shttois, but also in the dwellings of the natives.
6. PttorosED rot.LEGY FOR TRAINING NATIVE CLERGY.

Du'ring the same year it was also proposed to establish a college

fur the training of a select munber of native clergymen. In proposing It site for the building. one of phi' important considerations

I

appears to have been the selecting a place hedged in by the junction of two rivers of "rapid current and great depth." in order than
these., might act as a harrier to prevent the escape of the students.
It was intended to select the thirty prospective students from as
many of the different villages as possible. It was desirable that they
should be of good character. and possess good memories and quick-7
ness of apprehension; be between 10 and 11 years of age, well
acquainted With reading and writing, and preferably from among
the children of the poor. As to the plan of instruction, it was prop sed that they be taught in the Formosan language in the morning
a d in the Dutch language in the afternoon. For the Dutch language
book written by Comenins, called the " Door or Portal to Language,"
was recommended. As to the internal management of the seminary,

the following rules were proposed hr the consistory:
1. That the subdirecior shall have all the young people up In the morning
befttre sunrise: see that they properly dress, wash, and comb themselves, and
then arrange for mornillg prayers being read, all iivesent reverently kneeling.
2. That before and after the usual lesson prayers shall he said or read.

3. That at mealsbreakfast, thinner. and supper a blessing shall first he

o

:tidied and afterwards thanks returned.
4. That while dinner and shipper are being partaken of a chapter from the
itllde shall he resit' aloud.
I. That the youth's people In rotation shall rend a chapter during dinner and
supper, and observe the 1411111. order with the prayers before and after meals and
lessons.

6. That no, young person shall he allowed to leave the seminary without 1
PPecial apenualaslon of the director.
7.
the subdireetor Anil not he atlowed to give more than a blow with
d
4
le by way of punishment In cane of misbebaylor. .
tS.
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5.Thnt the young people who remain out longer than the time permitted
shall be punished as the director thinks tit.
9. That every day two monitors shall be appointed from among 41e pone.:
people by tun, whose duty it will he to note those Will) slwak any other langoage

than rfinch ,during eollege. thin., or who do not behave properly. and report
their names to the inibdirector.
10. /hat .the subdirector shall take special care in haviia; the clothes of the
children held neat and clean. the building Itself !nit wrly cleansed, and all
things looked after that may tend to the mlvanlage and well-being of the institution and its Inmates.

Although this institution never became a reality, owing to the
impending onflit with the Chinese, yet these proposed regulations
serve to show.. the Dutch methods of dealing with the native pupils
-after thirty yeafrs of txperience.

Although thousands did " give their names to ('heist.'' and hundreds were enrolled in the schools as a result of the labors of the
Dutch missionaries and teachers, yet it appears that hot few understood the meaning of the religious formula . which they had cpnmitted to memory, and that the ninnlwr who had remained in sellout
sufficiently long to lean 10 write was comparatively small. The
remarkably large attendance at. both church and school was in response to aggressive methods and was undoubtedly inspired by fear
of the Dutch authorities. But in the light of that day, the methods
of the Dutch were not unusually severe.
7. RESULTS OF THE I.AIRORS 01"I'llE DUTCH.

As for results, one must be impressed by the extent of the achievements of these missionaries, especially when one considers the difficulties under which they labored. They were obliged to conquer a hal f
tlozen different Malay-Polynesian dialects. They were not free to give
their entire attention to ecclesiastical and educational work, ftvr they
had come out primarily to serve the Dutch East. India Company. This
company, owing to lack of funds and scarcity of nun, pressed them
into service in civil and judicial capacities in addition to their other
ditties. As soon as the Dutd missionaries and leachers had learned
the language and customs of the natives, they became espeOally useful to the company as collectors of taxes, interpreters, judicial functionaries, and even as tradesmen. Furthermore, they were obliged
to serve as pastors to the Dutch colony. It appears' that the Dutch.
company spent something: like 20,000 guilders a year on missionary
and educational work, and as they zealously guarded.their own interests, they made religion and trade go land in hand, the one serving
the other. Furthermore, the clergy were often at the mercy of the
caprices of the civil authorities, for the proposals of the eonsi§tory
were subject to rejectiop by the Formosan council. There were also
external causes which tended to interfere
with the labors of the milt.
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sionaries, principal among which was the opposition offered by th9,
Japanese resident in the island.
IN iipite Of IlleSe(liffiCIIIIiPs and in spite a their own shortcomings,

their thiky-five 'years' labors anuotg the natives had a lwneficent
effect. They found the peOple ignorant of letters and addicted to
many evil practices. and they left them a written language'and imprOVO SOCi:I1 W-40M.. lint the rapid influx of Chinese into the
island. following the departure of the Dutch. gradually obliterated
many of the good effects of the Dutch intliwin.e. .k(T011.111g to Rev.

Campbell, one of the leading present-da authorities upon
e tribes, the practice of
ahortioll.appiars to have died out e ireiv '-.Vs to religion, indicaWi

Matters pertaining. In the descend:tilts c
.

tions were found among sever:.. n

of a belief in eilspirits, and
in one supreme spiritual father, but no slaml rites seem to he oh-ered." "Fite Reverend Campbell further states that about twentylive years ago he was told by a C'hine ftiend in Kagi city Of an
aboriginal tribe in the east which practiced a kind of baptism of
infatit childreok and the'report appeared to him -o trustworthy and
circumstantial that he was led to oncluS: that this must be Solite
genuine survival of the missionary work of two hundred and twenty
years ago. Of equal interest is the fact, as cited by the same authority. that muneou, manuscripts in roinanized Formosan lately found
in the island are dated about the beginning of the nineteenth century,
thus proving that the nit of reading and writing was handed down
through successive generations hy the people themselves. Mr. Ogawa,

acting superinivident of education (or Formosa. states that there
tribes Who still employ the roman
exiso-day descendants of
tharocters in writing.
I I. EDUCATION UNDER THE CHINESE.
1. RDNINIIA AND Ills

With the downfall of the Ming dynasty in (Una, a large influx of
Ming loyalists into Formosa made possible the passing of the island
into the hands of the famous Chinese pirate chieftain, lioxinga, who
had scarcely established himself as ruler of Formosa when 1w died.
It is recorded of ('bong Ching. his stai and suectssor, that lie ordered

schools to lie established in every district throughout the island.
Examinations for civil posit ions ivere part of Cluing Ching's educa-

tional programme. As hi ruled for but a few years. it 'is not to be
'supposed that his 'educational measures were effectively carried out.
'2. voNDITIoss IN FORMOSAWIIEN IT IIECA ME A CHINESE POSSESSION.

When in 11'83 China took possession of Formosa, instead of setting
up a colonial government she made it ahloi:itegral part of the Chinese.

16
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Empire, and for upward of two centuries governed it as a prefecture
of Fukien Province. The influx of Chinese into the island was so

rapid that by the middle of the eighteenth century the Chinese
population was estimated at more than 1,500.000. This population
was made up of discordant elements. The first Chinese to settle in
the island were the lIakkas, a courageous and industrious people.
They were treated in China as barbarians. hence a nundwr of them
had sought refuge in Formosa before the Dutch came to the islaod.
The Fukienese Chinese, who since the beginning of the eighteenth

century had made up the bulk of the island's Chinese pppulation,
were never peacefully disposed toward the llakkits. The so-called
Ming loyalists. whom the establishment of the Manchu dynasty had
driven from the coast of South China to Formosa. never seemed to
miss an opportunity to assist in setting up an independent government in the island. Bands of brigands and pirates infested the
country during the whole of the Chinese rtIgine. The official -classeS
in the coast towns of China fotind Formosa a splendid dumping
ground for undesirables. The savage tribes inhabiting more than
one -half of the island had always to lw taken into account. Some of
the peaceful lowland tribes. including a number of those who had
come under the influence of the Dutch, were gradually absorbed by
the Chinese and adopted Chinese customs. But the greatti potion
of the savage population never, during the whole of the Chinese
occupation, relinquished control of the entire eastern half of the
island, where they remained a constant menace to the peaceful ex-

ploitation of the lands in proximity to their territory.

That the

Chinese rule had not succeeded in reconciling these discordant elements-tr in putting down brigandage or piracy. is evidenced by an
almost unbroken series of insurrections. rebellions, .interelan feuds,
and depredations of bands of brigands and pirates during the whole
of the Chinese regime.
In the face of these disturbing elements it,is not to he expected that
much was done in the way of establishing schools and affording the
masses opportunities for education. In fact, up to the time that
Formosa was made a separite province and placed under the rule of
the progressive governor, Lin Ming Oman. in 1885, the educational
administration on the island, as well as the general civil administration, was indeed lax.
The educational problem with which the Chinese administration
had to contend naturally divides itself under two heads, namely,
(1) education of the Chinese, and (2) education.of the aborigines.
8. EDUCATION OF THE CHINESE.

(a) omit& or EDUCATIV.

The object of education in Formosa, as in Chit* was to prepare
candidates for imperial examinations. As these examinations always
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presupposed'a knowledge of the Chinese classics and Chinese ancient

history. the government and private schools shaped their courses
'a ecora i ngly.
(f)) SYSTEM OF CONTROL.

The .Chinese system placed education under the control of the
In ma
- 7 Formosa a prefecture of Fukien
te*,
Provinet the question of f i iihing educational facilities to the

provincial authorities.

Chinese was greatly sithplified. Local condition naturally made certain depa tires from the regular system obtaining in FulciA Province
proper evitable. Being divided from the mainland by an intervonin( channel 100 to 200 liii
in width. it was found to be inconITilieLlt to place the control of educational matters in the island with
the governor of Fukien. who was ex officio director of education for
his province. At ,first the biota.' of Amoy was made ex officio director of education. In 17 2S the inspector of the administration of

the iijand of Formos-a added to his other duties th1d of director of
olmintion, but in 1752 the office passed to thy. control of the taofai
of 'Valium (Formosa). In.1875 the governor of Fukien established
the custom of spending a portion of the spring and autumn of each
year in the island, and from that tiuurThe duties of director of educa..tion (revolved uponrhim. .4.riK. system of government eri-uct
i
it might lx' called a system,
included prefectural.
. and elementary schools.
In proportion to the populatim lese were few indeed. and the greater pirtion
of the work one,r silted for the private school. The efficiency of

the systeni, judged _from a Chinese view point, depended upon the
character of the local administration. The history of the island. while
a prefecture of Fukien Province, shows little evidence of enlightened
and public-spirited serkice on the part of the local officials.
(

ESTABLISH MENT OF PREFECTURAL AND DISTRICT SCHOOLS'

In 1680 the Taiwan-fu Prefectural School. afterwards known as
the " Ilead School of Formosa.- was opened, the governoe having
repaired for that purpose the old district school established by Cheng
Ching. This building was in reality a Confucian t nple, with two
rooms set aside for school purposes: The numbere.df students was

limited to 20, and the teacher's salary fixed at 4 tads per year.
About the same time. there were established two district schools, one

ii the pity of Taiwan and the other at Kyuzo (about S miles northwest of the present Ilozan). The number of students allowed in these
two schools was 10 and 15. respectively. The prefectural and district
For a detailed list of aebools established during the CMnese regime, ace Table 1, page
We are net to suppose that all of the achoola enumerated In thls lint were notititalned
until the isomlas of the Japanese, for local disturbances were of too frequent occurrence to
make such probable.
27.
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schools weifi supported by the house tax and by revenues from adjoining lands belonging to the schools. Repairs and building improvemenis were met from time to time by subscriptions from official
and private sources.
The duties of the teachers were described as follows:

1.. To hav'e
control of the Temple of Sages connected with the
.

school.

.

2. Instruction, examination, and promotion of pupils.
Inspection Of private schools
n 1-25, alter, a Severe rebellion had been put down. Governor Lit
Chow issued a Proclamation recommending the establishment of free

,

schools throughout the island. contending that they would be, of
great assistance in teaching the people olallience and in exerting a
beneficent influence in checking tendencies to rebellion. Although no
substantial improvement resulted from the governors ell-intentioned proclamation, yet its issuance shows a recognition of the pos-

ibilities of a genpal education.
(d1 TI1E IMPERIAL ENAMINATIONN.

Probably a still Letter token of the recognition of the efficacy'of
learning is !:hown`in the attitude of the authorities in securing for
the island proper recognition in the imperial examinatilms. As a
prefecture of Titkien Province, Formosa was entitled to the preliminary examination which was 'held by the provincial literary
Chancellor ()nip each year.

The successful candidates were entitled

to appear for the triennial examination at the provincial capital,
Foochow, where. owing to the fact that but a limited number of
degrees were to be conferred, the few candidates foam Formosa stOod

a very poor chance among the vast it II silwr from 'all over Fukien

/Itrovinec protiel:, In 1tSt4 the commander of tilt' ariny'in Formosa,

by representations to the Throne, secured for the island the opening
. of a special list of candidates. whereby one degree was allowed. but
in 1692 this special favor wAswithdrawn. In 1730. is a result of
representations from the inspectiolt.44.44neation, an imperial decree
pro '(led a special list of candidates for the island and one degree.
Six 3 ors later the number was increased to two. In 1808 the Enif
peror
Cheng conferred upon the residents of Formosa a special
favor by extending the number of degrees to three. This favor was
the result of overtures maderby the governor after a tour of inspection throughout the island, in which he represented that it was dale to
tilt patriotic motives of the iich residents of the plains that a volunteer force was %int.(' in Formosa capable of putting down the
pirat-

ical bands whiCh up to that time had ravaged the coast towns. In all
probability the rich merchants .were inspired by motives of self-pro7
teal= rather than patrioSism; but this was an easy method of re-
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warding them for their services, as the favored sons of these rich
residents might thus rise to ivsitions of influence and power. In
1829 the Emperor Tao Kuangi upon a similar pretext, increased the
the number of degrees to four. Between the years 1874 and 1894
nine Formosan students received the third degree in the imperial '
examinations in Peking.
The Emperor Tao Kuang had undoubtedly been greatly impressed
}y the lawlessness existing in Formosa, for during his reign fie
ordered that the Sacred Edict (the sixteen moral maxims of the Emperor Bang Hsi) he read upon the 1st and 95th days of each month
throughout the towns, and the country districts of the island, instead
of being read simply in the larger cities, as formerly obtained.. He
hoped thereby to instill in the minds of the inhabitants obedience and
reverence for learning.

It was not until the year 1875 that China gave to Formosa any
serious consideration. From that time the governor of Fukien was

ordered tareside in the island a certain portion of each year, that he
might render to the- island more effective service. By 1884 matters
in Formosa assumed sufficient importance to entitle the island to a
separate provincial administration, and upon Lin Ming Chuan was
conferred the honor of being the first gdernor of Formosa.
.

(e) WORK 01, GOVERNOR I.1 I' MIND ('LOAN.

During the entire history of the Chinese administration in For-incise all that is worthy of the name of education was the work of one
man. namely. the enlightened Governor Liu Ming Chuan. In 1885
this progressive official, quite in advance of his colleagues in similar
posts in China, inaugurated a system of reforms which bade fair to
place Formosa in advance of China proper in administrative measures. Among his reforms was the establishment in Taihoku, the
capital city, Of a school for western .learning. An Englishman; a
Dane, and a Chinaman educated abroad were retained as teachers,
:111(1 modern educational methods substituted for the old fossilized

system of instruction. As the wholesome effect of the administration
of one progressive official in China is often obliterated 14 the reac-

e%

tionary measures of a nonprogressive successor, so in this case the
good beginnings(tnaje by Governor Liu Ming Chnan toward institAMg modern education in Formosa came to naught through the inoPfferece of his successor a few years later.
) PRIVATE BC110014.

As the public and prefectural schools did very little for education,/
it was the private school upon which in Formosa, as well as in Chia\
Ioper, education really depended.dok glance at the list of so-called

government schools (Table 1) and their student enrollments will ."
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readily convince one that these schools.di'd not prettnd to reach the
masses. 'Accurate statistics as to the number of priviite schools and

the student enrollment in such selaxils during any perUal of the
Chinese regime are unoluainabkt It is to he presunied that there
was in Form Usa a less proportionate numlier of children receiving
an education than in China proper.
Private schools in Formosa, as in China. were opened in the fol.

lowingways: (1) Several families or members?"1-44...community com-

bined, rented quarters. and hired a teacher; (2) individuals or societies, philanthropically disposed, hired a teacher and opened a
school: (3) wealthy individuals retained tutors .?or their children ;
(4) a scholar established himself in a village and received pupils for
such fees as their families could afford to pay. The private schools:timed either to fzife a knowledge of reading and writing the
characters or to prepare pupils as candidates for the government
examinations. Those who attended for the first purpose studied from
two to eight years, While those who wore destined to prepare for the
examinations remained ip.school for upward of ten years. The
course of study included reading front the Ch Hese classics and the
Four Books, writing Chinese characters, composition, and versification.

The puitils had no definite school hours, it being inniestood that
the services of the teacher were to be devoted to teaching from sunrise until sunset. Those retaining a teacher seemed to he beat upon
securing aymuCh bf his time in actintl schoolrman work as the light
of day ,would permit. while those senditer children to be instructed
were equally inconsiderate in the dentndAnade upon these children.
A pupil's flaily schedule- was something after the following manner :
(lip 7 a. m, Recitation (recite lesson of previous day).
7 to 8.30. Breakfast at home.
8.30 to 10. Rend mut recite portIonuzr chissiom while toucher paraphrases.
10 to 12. Writing.
12 to 1,30 p. ni. Luncheon at home.
1.30 to 3. Writing.
3 to 4 or 5. Rending.

The more 11thilDeed pipits worked by themselves, the teacher
acting merely its guide.
The ordinary private school provided for 10 to 20 pupils and was
managed by one teacher. There were no classes, each pupil constituting a claw by himself. The class room served also as the teacher's

private quarters and he' was responsible for its upkeep. The room
was provided with a tablet to Confucius or an image which was
Placed at the front. Desks and chairs were ftarnish.d by the pupils,
who took them away at their departure. The pt vote schools were
supported by eattanee fees, tuition fees, presents on festival days,
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l. fee ranged from 5 cents to 50
and presents in kind. The
and was lieut. to the teacher as a present. The tuition fee was
no fixed amount, but varied according to the ability of the parents to
pay. This fee increased with the number of years' attendanceof the
pupil. Ordinarily the fee was abotit 50 cents a year for new pupils
amk55 cents for more advanced students. The presents made upon
the four festival occasions were about equal in amount to the entrance
present. When the tuition fees were not paid in full, it Was the
kind. consisting of vegetables, charcoal,
custom to make present.;
peanut oil, and tea. Thus the income of the private teacher depended
upon the number of his pupils and the financial status of their

parents. This income ranged from $15 or $0 to $100 a year.
The greater portion of the pupils who at telalc41 the private schools
droplied their schooling after two or three years of study. the parents

-sis.ing contented if their eildren had gained a superficial knowledge
of the Chinese duelers, as this was, in reality, rather serviceable.
One of the features of the Chinese school which brought it into favor
with the parents was the fact that elicit pupil was. a class unto himself : hence the partzlits were privileged to utilize the services of their
children whenever they wished, as taking them out of school did not
interfee %vith the work of the other pupils. In fact, so long as the
teacher received the pupil's tuition fee he was iiot. particularly anxious to encourage regular attendance at school.
It is worthy of note here that neither the public nor private schools
made any prtivision for female education, while the private schools
were established only for the Chinese, the savages being entirely
dependent upon the government schools especially provided for them.
4. EDuATItiN

tItult111 NES.

.1 (ft) FIRST A.trEst yrs.

*
-

A Ming loyalist, Chen Lao Wen, came to Formosa in 1662 to avoid
\ living in China 4intler a Manchu dynasty. For twenty years he lived
with the Mekawan savage traie and taught their 'children to read al&d
write Chines, also administering Chinese medical treatment to the
elders of 'the tribe.

It was not until thirty-four years later. 1696, that the Chinese
administration in Formosa took up the work of educating the sayages. We have already noted the remarkable work done'by the Dutch
missionaries toward fitristianizing the aborigines of southern FOrmom Up to the year 1875 the educational work of the Chinese
among the savages was confined to those tribes whose ancestors had'
been under Dutch influence. In 1696 there was established in the
vicinity of Taiwan City by the Taiwan prefect a ,school for savages.
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There was one teacher appointed to this school, and the Three Char-

acter Classic and the Four Books were introduced-as text-books.
'file course of study Avas similar to that" pursued in the Chinese private schoolsthat is, reading and writing the Chinese chameters was
the main consideration. Food and books were supplied free to the
pupils to encourage their remaining in school, and they ere provided
N.'

-with calendars that.thq might become familiar with the Chinese
New Year and feast days. in I72S it was recorded that the cane tion
of the savage children who-were brought under the influence of this
school had greatly improved by virtue of their Chinese aa-quisitions.00 sun 001.S EST A HUH AD is 173:5.

41P

It was not until the year I735 that any serious lit tempts were
made to educate any number of savage children. In that year, or- 41'
cording to record, about 50 schools were opened among tribes whose
ancesftws had a century before received instruction from the Dutch.
Many of the chiltlren,.even at that date, had been taught by their
parents to write their own language in roman characters. These childrelfamiturally found it difficult to familiarize themselves with the
Chinese characters. and often used the roman letters to aid them in
memorizing the pronunciation. The authorities. fearing that the use
of the roman lettersmight militate :against the :acquirement of Chinese, actually prohibited their use.
A Chinese scholar was appointed for each of the 50 schools.
Trained teachers were unknown under the 011inese system, as it was
presumed that hay one with the attainments of a scholar was able
impart his knowledge to others. The course of study prescribed for
S quite similar to that which obtained among the
these schools
Chinese. The tiassiStant teacher in the Taiwan Prefectuttal :-4hool
was made inspector of savage schools, and it was his duty to report
such season upon the progress of savage education At the end of
the year L736, this inspector reported that "each savage child in these
schools is able to read the Four Books and simple poems without any
provincialisms, and their writing is proper.- This report wits undoubtedly too sweeping in its generalizations, yet it is evident that
the educational work among the savage children at that time made
far more progress than art any other period (luring the whole of the
Chinese migime, with the possible exception of that under Governor
Liu Ming Chuan, one hund,red and fifty Years later. The remarkable
progress of savage education in the early half of the eighteenth cen-

tury was undoubtedly due to the fact that the savage tribes with
which .the Chinese came into contact were at that time more peacefully disposed tow"hrd them than at-any subsequent period. The children.had voluntarily adopted the Chinese dress and wore the queue.
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Like ninny things Chinese, this educational, work among the savage
tribes, so well begun in 1.735, was (lest fined through the lack of proper
attention to deteriorate and lapse. IV 17:)I, its efficiency had been
reduced to stall an Oxtent that when the Kilmartin tribe, near Gi lan,

north Forosa..caie under Chinese intluene that year, no efforts
were made to establisbr schoolS among them. From 17:16 to 18750
there appears to have been little or nothing done to extend the education of the savage tribes. Many of the Pepo huans (pear...ful savages)
had, during this. time. through continnous intercourse with 'the Chinese, gradually become Chinesed,- adopting the Chineserdress, manner-. and buemage. The savage schools in south 1...ormsit lapsed.
I,)

F:DreVriON Ai. WORK A MONIi THE T40 11ES IN THE EAST ..\ND
Ale

I II

IS47:) when the opening up of the southern and southeastern por-

tions of Ta.i.to Prefecture was undertaken. a plan for the education
of the savages of this--di:;trict was drawn up. A special text-book.
Proverbs for the Instruction of Savages, was compiled, and, after
hi4pection by the viceroy of the Liang Min Provinces and the governor of Enkien, adopted. The establishment of seli(xds to carry out

this plan marks the first attempt upon the part of the Chinese to
educate the: untamed tribes. The policy of the Chinese administime had been to regard tlw eastern half of the
island. the portion inhabited by the untamed savage tribes, as beyond
the administrative area, and to prohibit their own people friim crossing the border line separating the savage territory from the rest. of
the island. 'radii Prefireture 4tentled along the greater portion of
the east mast, and contained aliont 51,000 savages, or one-half of the
the southern and southeastThe tril
entire savage popullabiot

ern parts of the prefeetuN belonged to the nottheadunter groups,
and thus were less dangerous than those farther north. It .was
planned to establish in this district 4 schools to afford proper faCilities for the instruction of these savages, but only 7 were actually
;yelled. 1 each at Pian, Baranyosha, Bakyseki, Kyaku, tinibi, Baschools aimed to teach .reading and
'shish°,
Karenko.
writing. The Proverbs for tin, Itu:itruction of Saveges was adopted
as a text-book for *reading. After two years of instruction the majority of the pupils attending these schools -were, according to report,

able to understand and speak Formosan Chinese,,, Owing to an increasing lack of interest . the part of both teachers and pupils, and
to a too frequent recourse to the infliction of corporal punishment,
the attendance in these schools gradually dwindled, and by 1886 they
existed in name only.
In 1876 the savage district in koslitm, the southernmost district in
the Walid, was opened, and Chinese were induced bysgrants of funds
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to settle therein for agricultural purposes. District schools were
opened here, and for the first time in the history of the island Chinese
and savage children were educated together. Schools were established as follows:
At tendance.

Location of school.

chine-v.
Bun RI Ho
Ko- to-zan

0

Sha Ma RI
RIn ran
Korin

1.18,

r

8

0

Eibijukei

0

7

11

For each savage child in attendance :4)0 cash a month were allowed

for food and stationery. The course of study was similar to that
prescribed for the Taito schools, and the final results were also much
the same, for by 1891 the attendance had dwindled to 13.
(dl SAVAGE EDUCATION UNDER tiOVERNOR MHO; CH CAN.

In 188(1. shortly after Formosa had become a separate province of

the Chinese Empire, the enlightened gofernor, Liu Ming Chuan.
established a department for the control of the training of savages
and the cultivation of their territory. Of particular interest is the
school which this department established among the Namakama tribe
of the Tsou group in Nanto Prefecture. This school was located at

the beginning of a road which had been opened in this prefecture,
through the savage country to the east coast, this being the only road
that was ever opened through the savage territory in central Formosa.
This school was supposed to be the forerunner of others to be built"
along the road directly to the east coast, and it was hoped by running this line of schools through the heart of the' savage territory
that the tribes in that region would gradually be brought under
Chinese influence. The idea was without doubt an excellent one and
worthy the progressive attitude of the enlightened-governor. But
Chinese educational methods were not adapted to an alien and savage
race, and when the Cantonese teacher in charge of the school at-

tempted to instill into the minds of his pupils a act for Chinese
learning by free Use of the rod, he soon found himself obliged to
resign because of the nonattendance of his pupil?;.
In the Gilan district (northeast Formosa) a number of the Kiloh
tribe of the Atayal group of head-huntgs were, in 1889, induced by

the Chinese authorities to take up their abode in the vicinity of
Getsuibi Hill, where opportunities for education and training could
--be accorded them. Owing to the prtvalence of disease among this
tribe in their new location, they becam superstitious and returned to
their old home. A second worthy project thus ended in failure.
4.1 cub _1 to 1-.4 &its.

0
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Governor Liu's most elaborate scheme for thetiducation and civili-

zation of the savages tas contained in a proposition to found in
Taihoku City a school for the instruction of the children of the head
men of the various savage .tribes. It was proposed to select the more
intelligent children of the savage chieftains and educate them in the
Chinese language and in the Chinese manners and customs On a word,
to mold them into Chinese. After having accomplished this, they
were to be returned to their respective tribes, and in course of time
succeed their fathers as head men, when their influence would extend
throughout the tribes and result in civilizing, to some extent at least,
their fellow tribesmen. This scheme also involved the training of a
certain number of savages as Chinese interpreters to take the places
of the incompotenWhinese occupying those positions. Undoubtedly
the latter idea. was a step in the right direction, for the Chinese who
had acquired a sufficient knowledge of the savage dialects to act as
interpreters were a notoriously corrupt class, and used their positions'
to extort from the savages as much as possible.
According to these proposals, a school was opened in Taihoku in
March. 1SSS, with 20 pupils selected from among the sons of the
head men of the various tribes of the Atayul group in North Formosa.
A year later 10 more pupils weir added to this number. The teachitg staff in this school consisted of one head teacher. who received a
salary of $15 a month, and three assistants, each of whom received $6
a month. Added to this staff there was one interpretei. The students ranged from 10 to 17 years of age. Their course of Andy was
quite similar to that of the ordinary private school, and included the.
following subjects: Chinese reading and writing; conversational les-

sons in the native dialect, as well as in Mandarin, the former in
order that they might not forget their own language: versification
and composition, for the advanced pupils. The books used wereothe
Three Character Classic. the Four Books, and the Five Ceremonial
Books.

The children were all obliged to dress in Chinese clothes,
wear Chinese hats, shoes, and queues, and eat Chinese food. It is
said that they did not take kindly to the wearing of the queue. The
teachers were obliged to instruct them in Chinese manners and customs, and to escort them every three days on journeys about the city in
order that they might become familiar with the habits and customs
of the Chinese people. The pupils were allowed 4 cents a day for
-food and 5 cents a month for stationery. Prizes not exceeding in
amount 15 cents a month were given for meritorious work. Living
quarters were provided for the pupils and acook and coolie attended
them. In 1891 the first graduates were sent out from the school.
During the same year Governor Liu resigned his post, and his sueces.sor, not in sympathy rwith .his progressive men, refused to
support the sehool, end the pupils were obliged ..t
to to their sav-

age
ii6,.....homes,
where they discarded their Chinese d

queues, .4
._,.._.,...
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manners, and proceeded promptly to forget all that had been taught
-them.

Although Governor Lin s experiment in winning the savage tribes

to Chinese influence (4serves naught but words of prais4rior the
spirit in which it was undertaken and for the thorough manner in
which it Was carried out, especially when we contrast this work with
the shabby attempts of his predecessors toward bringing a. savage
population under Chinese control, yet it must Ix, conceded that Ike,
was making a dreadful mistake in presuming to saddle tiponthese
savage children an education and training which was out of all harmony with their native surroundings and could scarcely have had any
other effect than to alienate them front the members of their respective
tribes. The entire educational system of the Chinese was based upon

-the imperial examinations for its objective point. Take aNNtay the
objective point and the system has little or nothing to recommend it.
This is doubly apparent when an attempt it made to fit the system
to an alien people. Governor Liu is hardly to be blamed for tlei
During, his time China had not yet come to recognize the futility of
her antignated methods of education.
5. SUMMARY OF EDUCATION UNDER TILE. CHIN Est.

By way of summary, iwe may say for the Chinese educational administration in Formosa that, while it appears that those in authority
generally recognized the fact that education might do much to inculcate in the minds and hearts of-the people obedience and resliect
for learniug, there MTIS a universal mistaking of instruction for education. This fact was as true in China as in Formosa, hence it carried
with it no distinguishing traits_by which we may contrast education
under the Chinese in Formosa with that-under the Chinese in China.
But there #lid exist in Formosa conditions which militated agiiinsl
progress in edficational work of any sort. The discordant elements,
the local disturbances, the cons Cant presence of undesirable characters,

and the political isolation from Chind proper. have all been touched
upon as forces combining to make unfavoraltle conditions for a strong
administration in educational matters and Deed no further comment
here.

The only thing which seems to have kept the spark of thlucational
effort burning in Formosa diming the whole of the two centuries of
Chinese rule was the CRivernment imperial'examinations, which nom inally Offered much, but in reality offered little or nothing, although
they did resulein iApressilig upon' the minds of the masses n sense of
the
lted position of the scholar, and undoubtedly kept private edu-

eat n at a higher standard than would have obtained otherwise,
e name of CtovernotLiu Ming Chuan might well be engraven
pon tablets of stone in commemoration of his wor)L in.the cause of
,.
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education in Formosa, when we contrast Ma work with that done by
his felloW-countrymen. His attempts at introducing into Formosa
western schools and western education at a time when the Chinese
Empire had manifested but a spasmodic sympathy toward institutions of westeni learning will always mark him as one of China's
More enlightened leaders, especially when it is considered that his
progressive measures were in reality opposed by those upon whom he
had fo depend for their execution. His efforts toward solving the
savage problem by educating the sons of tribal head men in Chinese
manners and customs and molding them into a Chinese people that

they might return to their tribes and in turn civilize them, are deserving of commendation for their sincerity of purpose. Although
he erred in misjudging the adaptability of the Chinese civilization of
his day to an alien and savage race, yet the fact remains that he did
more toward opening up the savage territory and bringing the sav-

ages into closer communication with the Chinese than any of his
predecessors.
Mild iv hroblx

1.

TABI.h.

tahlinlid during. I

Yvon'

I

mete
!kited..

'Location.

Teachers.

Tninan

16,6

2. Taman
is. A tiping....
4. Tallinn
5. Kagi

1686
1686

10
16

170.5

I

6. 'insuli,
7. Tetuan
8. Tainan
9. Shoka

I

10. Shots, ........
11. titian

I

12. Toroku
12. Horan

I

14.

I

Kagi

15. l'encadores

L. hag(

IA. Shinehlkii. ... '. ..
19. Banks

X. Keel

21. Banks
22. Tat hoku
23. Taihnku
24. tiorlsha
26. tihinabin

Do.

1707

10

2

1708

Unknown.

Local revenues end properties belong.
fog to nclux,I.

1221
1727
1727
1710
1763
1784

1765

f760

1881

41884
1888
1887
1887

94

Unknown.
15

Unknown.

Ito.

Do.

Contributions.
Government.

2

2
2

Properties of schoot

1

17

Unknown.

Not axed.
Unknown.
Unknown.

Unknown.
Unknown.

Do.
Do.
Do.

1

2
1

2
2

.

Properties of 'school, contributtnna and
subsidy from district office.'
Pro rotes of school.
Do,

1

2
1
1

I
2
2

Unknown.
Government.
Pmpertles of school.

llovemment.
-

Do.

Properties of school.

Unknown.
Do.

2

2 foreigners government.

and several

'

... ...'
ti. Taitotel .. .....
29. Teleran

80. Talchit

33. Kelung

to school.

24

1

28. Bloritsit

IL. Taihnkil

2.

Howe tax and hool pr,pert y.

....... tall

26. Tallier
27. Talhutit

Subwriplion., tout property loonging

2

1782
l'nkpow ti.
1821-51
Unknown.
..I 1826
10
1848
Unknown.
Unknown.
I 1868
1880 ..,_.-...
4
20
'

How supported.

2
2

1787

16. Shinehlku

Ch infer tYpintr.

,

... ..

lAtift
1690
1690
1891

1894
1894

Unknown.
Unknown.
20

1

Unknown.
2

Unknown. 1 (a Ilane).
Unknown. Unknown.
Unknown. Unknown.
-.MK;

Unknown.
Partly by Government.
Unknown.
Government.
Unknown.

rem certain tax funds.

School not completed.

Nowt:. Nos. 1 2, 6, II. 18. Ind 21 are district schools. No. '27 Is the school for western
learning. No. 31 is a echoed designed for training telegraph operators.
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TABLIt 2.Private and gvasi-publie schnols established during the Chinese
regime.

Quasi
public

IPrivate

District.

school

Anping (Tattle?' .
Rosen

,

schools.

Total.

2.'2

r26

Kag1 .

8
2

Pescadores

Taiwan Jaicho !
Shots

,

1

4

20

2
4

10

h 2i.

26

1

4

1

8hinehlkti

9

I
It

Hor lehao

Tamsul

212

1

'1

3
12
..

Toroku
Bioritsu

6

s

Ke lung

g

I

1

l

Total

345
1

For savages.

, Estimated.

18711.

TABLE 3. Schooix for sorofex I xlitblimhed by the Chinese.
Date of
estah.

Location.

Teach-

Tribe or grout.

,

8itlijects (alight.

ers.

'ment.
!

Nlekawam...

1682.

Reading and writ- ! Chinese licslcs.

I

.

South Formosa (Tel- 1 Same as came iiti
nen and Hozan).
der Influence of
Dutch.
17&5..., Shorn, Kagl. Eusul.do

;

ing.
do

1

'

ko, Koroku, Shin-

ehiehn.
T ra I to Prefecture.
along cast roast.
1876.... Koshun .
1867.... Nanto

(Man
Talhoku tit y,...

Text-books

lio

lo

r.o

The Four Rooks
1

.

Amls, Pal wait
PSynma

Kamakatne

Kelloll (Atayah
Atayal tribes.

do

7

a it 51

s l 111 p I i

Proverbs for In-

st ruction of sa -611
ages.

16
1

I

I

.

do
Do
do
ClasilIcs.
do
Do.
les
Versification, emu- ,
posit lon,antletin- ,
versatIon.
,

Nort a ,--The school established In 1 8512 was n print re Institution. all others being
Oorernment schools.

As a rule there was but one teacher to a school.
The student enrollments In the above schools are for the most part unknown: however,
In the ease of the Koshim achooln there were til pupils enrolled: In the Santo school, 13
enrolled; In the Talboku city school, :to enrolled.

M.EDUCATION UNDER THE JAPANESE.
1. STAT1-8.OF FDIICATION IN JAPAN.

When Japan in 1895 took possession of the island of Formosa 05.4
per cent of her children of school age %%ere under instruction. Her
national school system, established in 1870, had by the year 114)5 succeeded- in-enrolling go- great a proportion of her children. The EmReror's decree of 1871, " It is intended that henceforth education shall
-be so diffused that there may not be a village with an ignorant faMily
nor a family-with an ignorant member," is in Japan- well on the way
to realization, for returns for 'the year 1906 show 97 per cent of the
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boys and 91 per cent of the girls of school age under instruction. We
are now to note the extent to which this decree is to be interpreted as
embracing her first colonial possession.
2. CONDITIONS IN FORMOSA.

In June, S95, when Japan took formal posse.ssion. of F?irmosa, she
found conditions in the island distinctly unfavorable to an immediate

peaceful occupation. At that time the native (Chinese) popultion
There were also 100,000 aborigines, who
occupied the mountainotts eastern half of the island. As mentioned
in the previous section, the Chinese had never succeeded during the
anon in effectively pacifying the island.
two centuries of their o
When the Japanese imun an effort to take possession they were met
on all sides by armed opposition, and were obliged to carry on actual
.warfare against a rebel population.
numbered about '2,600,000.

3. EST.111LISIIMENT OF A N EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

Within six weeks from the date of the formal cession of Formosa
to Japan. sad three months before the occupation of the i.s.land had
been completed, the department of education for Formosa was established at Shirin, a mall town in the vicinity of the capital city and
an old center of learning under the Chinese regime. A few days linter
a language school for the training of teachcr, was opened under the

instruction of the educational staff, and 20 native Chinese were
enrolled as students. After three months' study, the progress mace
by these students had been so rapid as to warrant their being sent
out as teachers in the elementary. schools. In January, 1896. Shirin
was attacked by rebels, six Japanese on the lion:it-mai staff were
department of education
killed, and the recordS and hooks
destroyed. Temporary headquarters for the department were estab-

lished in Tokyo, and in March of the same year moved back to
Shirin. The language school was again opened. Naturally the
greatest difficulty with which the educational authorities had at first

to contend was the lack of sufficient educated Japanese speaking
Chinese and Chinese speaking Japanese to carry on the work of
teaching a people who spoke but Chinese. On the 13th of April,
1896. Mr. haws, director of education for Formogai brought from
at, Japan 45 teachers of elementary schools and placed them in the
Shilin- training school, from which, -after a special course-of-threemir ths, they were sent out as teachers in the native schools. Simul-

taneously with the training of these Japanese teachers in Shirin,
a.number of educated natives had been sent to Tokyo for the study
of Japanese.

In April, 1896, when the civil administration superseded the
1.101.military rule, the department of education was transferred to .the
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offices of the civil administration in Taihoku City. Until July. 1898,
the entire educational work in the island was under the direct control and supervision of the Formosan government, and all expenditures were met from the government funds. 'From that time forth
it was decided that the expenses of the public schools should be borne

b / local taxes, and that such schools should only be established in
those districts in which provision was first made for their support.
This rule applied ol,ly to the public selaxils; that is, the elementary
schools for the natives (Chinese). As w shall see later, special
provision is made for elementary schools f r the Japanese and fon
secondary schools. Before July, 1898. schools had been established
in 15 districts, as follows: Kolung, Tanisui. i'faihoku. Shinchiku,
Bioritsu, Taichu, HoriAla, Rokko, Unpin, Kagi. Tainan, Hozan,
Koshuin, Taito, and the Pescadores. In these schools there were
enrolled 1,606 pupils under 72 teachers; 65 of the latter were Japanese. The Japanese language had been made the principal subject
of study, for the idea of assimilating the native population was the
predominant idea in educational work up to that time.
It might thus be said that the preliminary work in establishing
a school system required three years. The system as established in
JulY, 1898, is, with but a few subsequent alterations, the same as
that now in vogue. The pogition which the administration of educational affairs occupies in the civil administration is set forth in the
following plan:
The governor-general nominally. occupies a position in educational

administration analogous to that of the minister of education in
Japan. In reality, however, he delegates the greater portion of his
fun tions in this field to the educational section of the bur's,, of
ge al affairs of the civil administration. The educational section
has,
wever, no jurisdiction, delegated tip otherwise, over the
medical school, the industrial sugar school, or the agricultural
schools, special provision being made for these institutions. The
educational system provides three distinct classes of public schools
one for the education of the natives (Chinese), one for the Japanese,
and one for the aborigines. That for the education of the natives
includes local elementary schools and government secondary and

special schools; that for the education of the Japanese includes
government elementary, secondary, and special schools; that for the
education of the aborigines local elementary schools only. Besides
the lioas provided for by this system, there exist also a number of
private schools., The maintenance of all government schools is provided for. in each annual budget of the eivil administration of the
island, while that of all local schools is defrayed by the local districts.
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4. CENSUS ItETURNS 1I.1PIXG TO 1)0 WITH EDUCATION.

According to the census returns for the year 1905 the population
in the island wa, as follow,:
Nationality. I

Fei

I
1.

Nittiv.... :Chinese.
4,,;616.6..416 43gitur

...........

..

T 411

.4.4211

I.:V.1.564

2.t.6(
57,323

21,391

1.617, Kr

.

.'5,6721

2,915,964
53,304
113.195

1,134,710 !

3.062,647

for the children of ,chool age were a' follows.:.

The

lioyo.

N6tIon.licy

\nip.

I

(/Irla

I

;

266,915 ,

''079 I

1,719'

321.1171

Total.
5611,766
11.470

0 17.00D
6n9, 611

;

,.11,rixiinntvly.
r

The nunilwr of children of school age tinder elementary instruction
during the year 1906 w: a- follows:
eutiii,

i

Null....ulity.

tcloiri. whim...,
Jn p.m",

;

private,

li. bp.

JO..

I 27,662

3,961

1,1461

1,601

I996
I 30 '46 '

l',I,,i

Pu.11:411C

.

,

Al.....1.0.0.,

Privalc whola.

aelloola.

l

.

'

,..

Total.

'toy,

31,623

I9,S64 I

3.26.%

,

36

'

'rotal.

331

!

19,913
201

'21,1

1,000

5,1:51

Girls.

331

I

51,73.8
$,56C

I

1,0101

20.196 1

56.1(92

I

19, Mtn
119,

(1.°111

1

hos :-1.:1 per cent of t he native R'llinese) children of school ..pq
during the year 1905 enrolled in public elementary schools, and
:1.4 per cent in private selitols, or about Si per cent under instruction.
Of the .1:Tiniest. children of selittol age. S1 per cent were in (;overnmolt elementary schools and 7 per cent in private schools, or 9:1 per
cent wider instruction. Of the children ttf the al)origines, about 6
per cent were under instruction (hiring that year.
NVCV0

scuom.s FUR NATIVES.

The term " native.' is applied to the Chinese pop ration. As 11W
natives represent about 95 per cent of the island's otal population,
the question of their education is of prime importu ce. The system
of tittive public schools comprises local schools for elementary education, and Government schools for advaneed instruction. In addition to the there are a number of private schools.
.

,

.

r
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(a )

ELEMENTARY PUBLIC RCHOOLH.

Administration, establinhaul and -ntaintenance.--For administrative purposes the island of Formosa is divided into twenty prefectures. The public schools are tinder the control of the local prefects,
subject to instructions from the governor-general. Each prefect appoints a superintendent of education ftir his respective prefecture.
As no administrative positions under the Formosa government can
be held by natives, both the prefect and the superintendent of education must he Japanese. For each school in his prefecture the prefect
appoints an educational ommittee. consisting of not less than three
nor more than nine members, chosen from among the influential nofives resident in the district in which the school is located. It is the
duty of this committee to assist the prefect and the superintendent
Of education in matters pertaining to the school, itod. when called
upon to do so, to give its opinion upon matters relating to the attendance and selection of pupils. equipment of the selniol, and estimates for the school budget. This committee also collects school
moneys and Assists in financing the school.

The establishment. consolijation, and abolition' of public schools
are made by a pp lent ion from the natives resident in the district concerned. through the prefect to the governor-general. In the application for the establishment of a public school, tl anlount subscribed
by the property holders must be stated. This amount must be equivalent to nine-tenths of the cost of establishing the proposed school' be-

fore the petition may be granted. The prefect reports to the governor-general the circumstances and conditigps surrounding the support of a school in the district concerned, and recommends certain
action. The governor-general is at liberty to reject or accept the application. Generally speaking. no school is established unless an enrollment of at least (0 pupils can be guaranteed.
The expenses for the maintetuure of public schools are met from
the'revermes accruing from certain lands belonging to the schools..
row contributions, tuition fees, and special tax levies. Tax levies are
assessed against the property owners of the district i11 which any
school is located at a rate fixed by the governor-general. This rate
Varies in different districts. In the case of. the Bonita public school
the Government pays the teachers' salaries and traveling expenses,
while in all other cases these items are met front the local revenues.
Tuition fees are assessed at a rate not less Chian 25 cents or more than
$T -a year a pupiLthe amount in eachi dikitrict being determined by the
local prefect. Nonresidents may be assessed an extra fee. The items
of expenditure for education for the year 19O( are given on page 62.
Dural/nu:Chinese rtigime, the ezpeoses for the maintenance of putkile schools were
met In a great measure from the reve.ties of farm lands belonging to the schools. These
lands have remained public property, and thus are in many cases available for educational
purposes at present.

I
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Buildings and-rquipments.Instead of the damp. din* rucPlre
crowded into a densely populated Chinese village, which during the
Chinese regime served the purpose of a school, we find the public
school of to -clay a well constructed red brick building, properly ventilated and lighted, and ]orated on an open piece of ground surrounded
by plat grounds and athletic fields. Wherever possible the schoolhouse is located without the limits of the village rind surrounded by
open fields. The schoolhouses which are gradually springing up in.
th native,villages throughout the island are modern up-to-date strucires. Nor are they small, for the ordinary country school is planned
ecommodate from 200 to 3(N) ialpi Is, and contains f on five to eight
class rooms. Formosa is well populated, as the civillTed half of the
island contains 400 people to the square mile, hence schoolhouses must
tc

be built to accommodate large numbers of pupils. One of the particnlarly commendable features in regaml to the establishment of a
5(11001 is the fact that ample facilities for playgrounds, athletic fields, and.gardrns are provided. Many of the country schools
are eqiped with tennis courts and out-door gymnastic apparatus.
The most recently,constructed public school is that located at Ranks,
a suburb of the capital city. In planning OW construction of this
school, the authorities have had the benefit of twelve years experience
in public school construction. hence we find represented here the latest
ideas in that direction. Like all other schools in the island, this
institution is a group of one-story buildings, which cost $80,000, and
is arranged to accommodate 800 pupils.
Public school buildings are often utilized for socialpurposes, for
public meetings, and IS barracks for Government troops. The policy
of the Government is gradually to extend the building of piddle
schools as fast as the people are able to. pay for them. At present,
the Government grants a subsidy equal to one-tenth of the cost of construction. A public schoolhouse is distinctly an ornament to the village to which it belongs; in fact, one wonders how it is possibt to
raise sufficient money for its construction from among a people who,
to judge by. appearances, seem to have little or nothing. The character of the public school building erected in any district is determined
by the amount of the subscriptions from the residents of the district.
In the country districts the cost of the buildings ranges from $500 to
$6,000. There arc at present in the island 180 piddle schools and 29
branch schools for the elementary education of natives.

repiT.tliimsitTis stated that the

public schools aim to give moral culture and practical knowledge to
the native pupils in such a manner that their character may be molded
into that of the nation and that they may acquire the national language (Japanese). The administration has in view the gradual supplanting of Chinese by Japanese as the language of the island, and

48818-08-5
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the aim of the educational authorities is gradually to mold the native
child into a loyal Japanese subject. Ars% per cent of the island's
population is Chinese, it is quite apparent that the administration has
taken upon itself no small task.
Its this chnnection the question of securing teachers for the piddle
schools becomes tine of prime importance. The old Chinese idea that
any person who had been under instruction fur a certain nuntlwr of
years could in turn instruct others does not obtain %vith the Japwese.
In Formosa, as in Japan, those appointed to the position of teacher
must have had a special training in schools provided for that pupose. There are, however, MO Formosa a number of hired assistants,
formerly teachers in private schools who have not graduated front
normal course, but these are being gradually displaced by graduates
from the normal department of the Language School. Statistics for
the year 1900 show that there were 31) Japanese and 470 native
teachers in the public schools. The head teachers are Japanese, and
while Japanese occupy. also umny of the subordinate positions, the
educational authorities are mitliing an ethwt to fill as many as possible
of these latter pbsitions with native teachers: The statistics for the
year 1901 show 246 Japanese and 25:) native teachers; these figures
contrasted with those for the year 1900 show a substantial increase in
the proiertion of native teachers.
When teachers ace 'desired for a new school the prefect upplies to ,
the educational sectem, which secures from the Language School a list
of possible candidaNs with their recommendations. This list is forwarded to the prefect, who recommends to the governor-general a

certain person ha: appointment as head teacher. TO head teacher
in turn recommends the appoilitment of certain assistants.
The native teacher can be secured at less than one-third the cost of
the Japanese teacher, for the latter receives, upon an average, a salary

of $300 a year in addition to livingiatuarters, while the former receives about $8 .11 month and provides his own living quarters.

The

pay of the Japanese teacher in Formosa is very much igher than
that received by his colleague in Japan. The women teachers, of
whom there were in.1900 4S Japanese and 38 native, are paid from
$10 to $20 a month' for the Japanese and from $3 to $10 a month for
the natives. The salary paid to the native male teacher is at present/
too low to,induce the better class of young men to remain-with th6
work for many years. Many of these after eonwletilig their three
years' agreement take positions in-miller fields at higher pay.
The Japanese and native teachers appear to work well togetheg,

Naturally the Japanese teacher is handicapped by reason of his
'superficial knowledge of the native dialect and native customs, while
on the other hand the native teacher finds it difficult to adapt himself
tP modern clam-room methods. But these difficulties succumb to

1
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experience, so that it is only a matter of time until they will have

entirely disappeared. The 'efficiency of the native teacher, though
not eqiial to that. of ,the Japanese, is gradually improving. Many
facilities are afforded teachers for advanced study: Summer
-sohools for advanced training are opened each year in Taihoku City,
and arrangenwnts are made whereby the Government defrays the
traveling expenses of teachers in attendance ;Wiliesc sessions in such
a manner as to permit each teacher to attend once every three' years.
Besides summer schools4 teachers' conferences are held once each
month in each prefecture, the local prefect presiding.

The nunier of hours a day devotedto teadlitig averages five and
the number of pupils to the class averages sixty. But the teacher's
labors are not necessarily finished with- his class-room work. lie

often obliged to go ,ammig the parents of the children and exert
.his efforts toward keiping the pupils in regular attendance at school.
This, as will he noted later, is no small task. If a principal i§ asked
what he finds to be his greatest difficulty in educating the native, he
will invariably reply that it is the indifference of the parents.
.vitt,/,/ and text-hm,/,,.----The regular peAcribed course of
study embraces six years. Ibis course, which is fairly uniform

.throughout the island, includes the following branches: Morals,
lull ional language, arithmet ii', chinese composit ion.rniusic., and gym -

Sewing is added for the girls, and agOculture, commerce,
or manual training may lie added for the boys. Table 4 shows the
number of hours given to each branch and subject. By examining this
tabulation the prominent position assigned to the study of .Japanese
becomes, apparent. As already stated, it is the desire of the authoritios to make Japanese the language of the island. The study of
('hinge is carried no further than is necessary, for the allotment of
nastics.

four or live hours a week to this Tbject is only in response to a
demand on the part of Ihi parents that Chini.se be studied in the
schools to which they soul their children. .knigher branch which
appears throughout the pmgramiue is that termed " morals.all of the elementary schools of Japan !Jun.:11s is a prescribed branch

of study.. The educational authorities in Formosa contend that the
^ InatrurlIon In month+ In the Rehm* ,f .lanan IM latnal on ill., Imperial Itymerlpt nn
EdnentIon !armed In 1590. The following' English version Wits maths by a number of
scholars convoked especially for the purpose 11. the Japanese islitestional department :
Tut: 1113AtrrurN to, EnviA 111.S, JAPAN.
J nor, 101h pular of Meiji (1907

FOaw ye, niiir-Tiaiiets
Our Imperial Ancestors have:founded elide' Empire on ibasisirond and everlasting and
have detply and firmly Implanted virtue; Our subjects ever united In loyalty and filial
piety have from generation to generation 1111'81ra-tett the hearty thereof. This Is the glory
of the fundamental eltararter Of Our Empire, and herein also Iles the sourer of our
education. Ye, Our suldeets, be filial to your parents, affectionate to your brothers and
platers; as husbands and-wivem be harmonious. as friends true; -hear yourselves In modesty

and moderation; extend 3our benevolence to all pursue learning and cultivate arts, and
tthereby develop Intellectual--fitenitles-and peefeet moral powers; furthermore, advance
public Komi and promote common Interests: always respect the Constitution and observe
the laws; should emergency arise. offer yourselves courageously to the state; and thus
mrtLapd maintain the prosperkty of Our Imperial Throne coeval with heaven and earth.
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Chinese pupil is particularly in need of instruction in morals, and
that the teachers find it very difficult to teach it effectively: The
surroundings of the native child in the island have, without doubt,
been most unfavorable, itud it is not strange that the standard of
mortis is said to be low along them.
TABLE 4.Study schedule for publle elementary schools for the nolire Chinese.
First year.
Branch of study.

Hours

Subject or topic.

wpeeezi.

Morals

1 Principles of morality
Story telling, reading, cornposition. writing.
4 I Simple operations to 20
5 ' Simple words, phrases. and
sentences.
2
9

Japanese

Arithmetic
Chinese

Gymnastics
Music.
Sewing

'2

..

2
12
4
5

Physical culture and play..

23

Hoare I

per

Same as first year.
Do.

Same, but up to ItX).
Same as first year.

26

Third year.
Branch of study.

Subject or topic.

Do.
Do.

Singing

1

0

Total

Second year.
Hours
per
week.

1

week. 1

Subject or topic

Fourth year.
Hours
per
I week.

Subject or topic.

1

Morals

2

Japaneee
Arithmetic
Chinese
Gymnastics

Same as first year
do
Through division
b5 Reading and compoeition
2 Physical culture
1
Seem as Snit year
8 Use of needle

5 Decimals and (tractions.
b4. Same as third year.

31

30

13

6

Music

Sewing

Total

2
13

2
I

3

Fifth year.
Branch of study.

I

Hours;
per
week.

Morals

Japanese
Arithmetic
Chinese

()misstates
KWIC,.

gewlng
1
Manual trilnlnuf
ltutef
ercef
Total

2
14

5

e4

2
1

4

Subject or topic.
Principles of morality
Reading, writing, composition.
Decimals and fractions
Reading and compnaltion
Physical culture
Singing..

Making and repairing

clothes.
Simple processes
Elementary work
Elements
28

Same as first year.
Do.
Do.

Same as first year.
Simple sewing.

Sixth year.
Hours
Per
week.
2
14

Subject or topic.
BRIM` as filth year.
Do.

4
2

Do.
Do.
Do.

1

Do.

4

Do.
DP-

Do.
28

No shall ye not only be Our good and faithful subject., but render illustrious the hest
traditions of your forefathers..
The Way here net forth le indeed the teaching bequeathed br Our Imperial Ancentora,
to be observed alike by Their Deacendanta and the subjects infallible
to all places. It Is Our wish to lay it to begirt In all reverence. In for all ages and true
common with you, Our
subjects, that we may all thus attain to the same virtue.
The BOth day of the 10th month of the 23rd year of Meiji.
(Imperil' stile Manual. Imperial Seal.)
Muslc ineraased at teacher's discretion.
s,
b le the third and fourth years gide are given but two hours a week In Chinese.
In the fifth year girls are -given but two hours a week In Chinese.
Iiinsic increased at discretion of teacher.
Hewing II given to girls only, and the time devoted to it is deducted from the study
Of
nna gaining, agriculture, and commerce given at discretion of teachers, la charge
Of
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The Chinese parent finds it difficult to understand the usefulness of
musicand physical culture in the school curriculum, and if he had his
way he would have more Chinese and less music and gymnastics.

But one has only to visit a class of native pupils engaged in their
singing exercises to appreciate the usefulness of the subject as a part

of the daily programme. The Chinese child is fond of singing and
has a better ear for music than the Japanese lad. He enters into his
singing with a spirit of enjoyment far in excess of that which he exhibits in any of his other work, and for this reason much good language instruction may be imparted through this medium. Languaje
is also taught by means of object lessons. Upin one of the writer's'
visits to a public school he found a teacher of second-year pupils
holding before his class a live fish and drilling them in words and
phrases descriptive of the object. Pictorial charts are likewise used
in language instruction. These methods are a pleasing contrast to
the old Chinese idea of forcing attention by a liberal use of the rod.

As for physical culture and gymnastics, three hours a week are
given to the former, and school yards are provided with tennis courts,

playgrounds, 'and gymnastic apparatus for the use of the pupils..
The old Chinese system did not recognize the necessity for physical
culture, as the ideal of the Chinese scholar was opposed to physical
exerti9,.< any kind. When the Japanese educational authorities
placed physical culture in the public school curriculum they were

criticised by the Chinese parent, who contended that it was done
with the intention of training his children as soldiers for the Japanese army. Hence it was necessary to avoid giving any work in
physical culture which bore the semblance of military drill. One of
the admirable features of the exercises in physical culture is that
they are given out of doors, at least so far as the weather will permit.

The native child likes the work and is certainly benefited by it.
Every one familiar with the Chinese knows his tendency to consumption and lung troubles. The teachers in the public schools attest
the fact that the pupils are profiting much from the work in physical
culture, for their general health is improved and they have'become
more active in their class-room work as a result.
Upon one of the writer's visits to a public school he found a class /
of sixth-grade pupils busily engaged in unraveling 4he apparently
tangled skeins of world trade routes as depicted upon a commercial
map. The Japanese instructor was Milking an effort to impress upon.
.

l

the minds' of the pupils the position occulsied by Formosa in the
mirkets of trade.
To a westerner one of the peculiarities of the methods used in the
L....East in the study of arithmetic is the place assigned to the ab.acus,
.

.

or counting board. All pupils in arithmetic learn to count upon this
instrument, and those fannliar with the Chinese or Japanese account,

18
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ant can bear witness to the remarkable speed and accuracy of his
methods involving the use of the abacus, which to a foreigner is an
incumbrance. A number of public schools include in their courses
of study elementary agriculture and commerce and a certain amount
of manual training. During the year 1906, 26 schools with 493 pupils

included agriculture in their curricula ; 3 schools with 333 pupils
included courses in manual training; 2 schools with 35 pupils itg'eluded the elements of commerce. But the work in these courses
still in an experimental state, and the department of educition will
be obliged to improve and extend it before it will amount to anything.

As for text-books, among the boards under special organization
one has to do with the compilation of text-books. The public schools

have been furnished with the products of the work of this board,
which are sold to the pupils at a price which simply covers the cost
of printing. The series of readers includes illustpated primers and
more advanced books containing much the same kind of material
as that found in Western readers, with the exception that the reading matter has to do with things Chinese and Japanese as well as
things Western. For the study of Chinese, in the place of the abstruse Chinese classic, the illustrated primeis and readers which have
been introduced deal with various phases of Chinese life, and must be

infinitely more interesting to the Chinese child. However, as the
Chinese classic is being rapidly ousted from the elementary schools

of China, it is scarcely fair any longer to contrast the Japanese
introductionof simple readers with the Chinese, use of the ancient
Three Character Classic. The Japanese readers provided by the
board include ten books arranged upon a progressive basis. The
Chinese readers number six. The Sixth Reader, which is used for the
fourth and fifth year pupils, contains forty lessons, the majority of
which contain information dealing with Formosa and Japan. An
interesting feature connected with the lessons in the Japanese primer
is that many of them deal with matters pertaining to personal cleanliness and to the importance of bathing. In passing, it might be
said that the Japanese authorities are doing much to encourage cleanliness on the part of a people who are, in this respect, the direct
antithesis of themselves. Foreign residents who have lived in Formosa for some years notice, on the part of the natives; considerable
improvement in cleanliness, which improvement is due to the labors
of the Japanese.

Pupils.Pupils to be admitted to the public schools must be at
least 7 and not more than 20 years of age. Of the 31,823 Chinese
children enrolled in the elementary public. schools during the year
1906, 10,818 were between the ages of 7 and 10, 11,929 between the
ages of 10 and 18, 7,102 between the ages of 13 and 16, and 2,474
upwards of 16. According to grades, 14,484 were enrolled in the first
.1%
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grade, 7,643 in the second, 4,528.in the third, 2,751 in the fourth,
1,577 in the fifth, and 815 in the sixth. The average daily-attendance
of the pupils for 4...)06 was 66 per cent of the enrollment, an increase
of 1 per cent over the figures for theprevious year. Contrasted with
this, it is of interest to note that the average daily attendance of the
Japanese in elementary schools for the same year was 90 per cent of
the enrollment. This is hardly a fain-comparison, for school attendance with' t he Japanese children is compulsory, and, moreover, there
are not among the Japanese population the same reasons for keeping
the children out of school as obtain among the natives. The bulk of

the native population is engaged in farming. thus during certain
seasons the parents find it to their interest to take the children out
of school for work in the fields. The Japanese population is centered
in the cities. and, with the exception of a small colony on the east
coast engaged in the growing of peppermint. none of the Japanese
t sdencv on the
are farmers. But aside from these facts there is a...
part of the Chinese parent to take his child out o are" it for trivial
causes. Chinese festivals and feast days are numerous, and, moreover. the Chinese boy who really desires to find an excuse for absence

from school has a long list of relatives among whom marriage and
funeral ceremonies, not to mention cases of illness, are bound to occur.
As already mentioned. the teacher. or more especially the principal
of the school, finds the most difficult part of his labor that of persuading the parents to send their children to school regularly. Various
measures are adopted to .encourage regular attendance. Individual

prizes are awarded and class banners are given. but where the
Japanese would be come it to work merely for a class banner the
money-loving Chinese pre er a reward which may be transferred into
cash for personal use.
Native pupils are ected from among the middle and w lthier
classes, for only th children'of those who are in a positio to contribute toward the support-of a school are admitted. In addition to
the tax levied upon the property of the parents, each child in attendance at the public schools must pay a tuition fee which averages
about 35 cents a year.
While the Chinese parents are gradually beginning to send their
daughters to the public schools, they are fin. lx find tile Japanese
parents in this regard. Du in the year 1906 Ne enrollment of
Chinese girls in the public schwas equal to but one-seventh of that
of boys, while among the Japanese the number of boys and girls in
the elementary schools was about equal. In the lower classes and in
the smaller country schools boys sind girls are taught in the same
classes, while in the larger schools they are separated after the first
year, One of the commendable features of the work prescribed for
girls is the sewing class.
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Intellectually, the native boy seems to be the equal of the Japanese.

Whit he does not take as readily to instruction in mathematics as
the Japanese and aviticised by the teacher for his lack of reasoning
power, yet his 1in0Fstic abilities are undoubtedly superior to those
of the Japanese lad. He is possessed of a wonderfully retentive
memory and learns Japanese so readily that after his fourth or fifth
year it is possible to give all of this instruction in Japanese. In
music the native boy appears to be-specially gifted, if one is to judge
from the enthusiasm with which he enters upon his singing exercises.

t pon one of the writer's visits to public schools, individual members of the-second grade were called upon to sing Japanese verse
before the class. The teacher's requests were met with enthusiastic
responses, and the children upon whom he happened to call rose without the least hesitancy and, with or without an accompaniment, satig
the exercise.
The native pupil is criticised for his lack of appreciation of moral
instruction; in fact, it is said that he appears to IN scarcely affected
by the teacher's' xhortations to abetter sense of morals.
One of the most hopeful features in the education of the Chinese
native lies in the interest which he manifests in athletic games. -The
:19ublic school yard, during the fifteen minutes' recess ut the end of
each hoer, presents as animated a scene as.does that of any western

school. The.,@hinese child loves play and takes a keen delight in
all games. Already interclass and interscaol athletic meets have
been held, and not only do the pupils delight them, but the parents
exhibit a surprising amount of pleasure at seeing their children participate in these sports.
As for adopting Japanese customs, the native pupil exhibits no
perceptible signs in that direction. He still wears the queue and
dresses in true Chinese style, for home influence is bound strongly
to assert itself, especially among a people whose family ties are so
strongly interwoven as are those of the Chinese. The home influences
and surroundings of .the native child are distinctly Chinese, and
as the native pupil does not associate with the Japanese boys, who
have specild schools provided for them, it will undoubtedly be years
before he shows any sign? of adopting customs other than those of
his own race.
The number of pupils who ;,ave been aduated frona'the elementary Chinese public schools during the st seven yr* includes
1,808 boys and 50 gir
n other words, a ut 3 per cent of the
children who enter th ublic schools graduate therefrom. This low
proportibn is acco ed foi in part by the fact that graduation does
not entitle students to admission to secondary schools, for, in order
to enter these institutions, they must submit to examination, and a
-fifth-year pupil is eligible to this.
.
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) SECONDARY RCIIDOLR.

For the secondary education of the native Chinese there are provided the following schools: (1) The Language School. including a
,normal department and a spetial school for girls; (2) the, Medical
School; (3) the Agricteturar School; (4)
Industrial
School. During the year 1906 there, were graduated from -tikee public
elementary schools 502 boys, an increase of 130 over the previous
year. During the same year 350 bor..;tip applied for admission to the
Language School, of which number it was only possible to accept 90;
GO of these were assigned' to the normal and 30 to the academic department. To the Medical School ovtr 300 applied for admission,
and only 35 could be itccePted. The lgricultural Experimental,Station accepts 80 new students each year, while the Industrial Sugar
School takes about 1'4. Thus the secondary schools for native Chinese
hays accommodate about 200 new students each year.
The Lahrmaye Scliool.The Language School is under the direct
control of the civil adMinistration and is supported.by Government
funds. It contains a normal and an academic department. Students
are admitted to either department upon an examination covering the
first five years' work of the public elementary school. Applicants

lutist be at least 14 and not over 23 years of age. The number of
students atlntitted to the normal department is limited to from 60
to 80 a yjii. which at present is about one-third of the number that
apply. This department aims to equip Chinese natives for work as
public school teachers.
students live in dormitories anal their
expenses are met by the Government. In return for this, they are
bound to give their services to the educational department for a
period of three years following their graduatik. The prescribed
Course of study embraces four years, and includes morals, pedagogy,
'Japanese. Chinese. history. geography, natural science. music, manual
training, commerce, and physical culture. The following table
(Table 5) shows the number of hours given to each subject :
TABLE

5.Ntudy arhedule for the normal department (for Chinese) of the
hanpnage School.
First year.

Suhject.

DIIrion of the subject.

Second year.
ft

-

Morals

Monallyand etiquette

I

(Inhume

Heading and composition
GelMraphy of Japan

3

Japanese

History and geography..
Arithmetic
Natural peience
Writing and drawing
Musk,

tlymnastita and sports
Total

Vona

'Division of

Hours

a

- - -tit, subject.
- ---

Same ea first j ear
1 Same as flat yew

History of Japan
8I Algebra added
2

1'
2'
" Same

,alwfoeetirs
I

9
3
2
4

first year

2
2
4

ao
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TINA: 5.study schedule for the normal department (for ('hinese) of the
Language Schoolrontlnued.
Third year.

!/

Fourth year.

Subject.
Melaka% of the mtbjeet.
Mural.
lidtamition

Japanem

Chines*
History
Matto-maths.

Natural wienre
Writing find drawing
Mus.
Manual training
Agriculture
Cowmen..
Gyrumistirs

Qatne sta tlr.1 year

Pedagogy and elementary
metaphysic..

1

2
t;

4

Japan

Algebra and geometry
I

i

Use of musical instruments.'
Pruett....

Element.
.sporns and military gymintatics.

Total

all.""ve7.

2
2

1)1Vi111011 of dos o.ubject.

Same as II rat year

School inanag..nm and
inethodb of teaching.

... ............. ....

.

3

tleonietry

/P

Black board draw ing

''
3

Sono a. Ilord
do

..
1

'' 'Same a. tlnrd car

,
,

flour.

a week.

2
I,

.

I

i

stir

:12

The Hanka Public School is utilized as a special practice school for
-class men, who in the presence of nonnal school instructors
cu
on work as teachers. Upon graduation. the Chinese student:are eligible to appointment as assistant teachers only. During the

year 1906 there were graduated front the normal department -H
Chinese natives, making a total of 152 since the establishment of the
school ten years ago.
The academic department of the Language School aims to prepare
a certain number of young men to fill positions as Government
clerks and interpreters. insides affording to others an opportunity for
advanced schooling. It accepts students upon examination only. and
a limited number are admitted each year. Applicants for admission
are presumed to have completed at least five years in the public ele-

mentary school, and to be not less than fourteen nor more than
twenty-three years of age. The school is located in the same compound with the normal department in -Tailloku City. Dormitories are
provided for the students, a certain number of whom are,supported
at Government expense, pledging in return their services for dime
years following their graduation. The course of study embrace; four
years and includes morals, Japanese, Chinese composition. history.
geography, arithmetic, natural sciences, writing, drawing, music,
manual training, commerce, elementary law, and gymnastics. The
following table shows the number of hours given to each subject :

'4
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TABLE 6.-81uosly schedule for the academie department of the Language .school.
Ping year.
.

Subject.

I' Hours
week.,

DiviMon of the subject.

Morals

1

thittesc.

9
3
2

Japanese

Reading and coutposition..
lieography end history ... Japanese geography
Ntallternatio.
Arithmetic
NH limit cietic,
Draw ing . . ......
Music

,.

.

3
4

"1"ology and botany

2

,

Vocal

Gyinna-dic.. (military)
Total

Second year.

.

flours
a week.

Division of the subjeet.

1

Same Ls find year

Y

I

Japanese history added ....
Algebra
game tie first year
,
Same an first year

3
2
3
4

.

.

'

*.

-4

4

30

30
!

1 hin1Tar.

1,,airth dear
Hours

Divkion of tin: subject.
Morals

Japanese
Chinese

'
411

Gymnastic. (militar) .
Manual training.
Agriculture

IA' and rsilitical ice

6

.gtirali i.i.s. h. rst year

2
2
.

!

'

3
,4

2

TheoryIfand practice

2

only-.

Mush.

Natural tad,. -,,
Total

W1,14

1

Mgt try HMI Ktltgraphy ... Iliirtry of Japan
Mathematics
Geometry

Drawing

Hours

IQ vision of the sitbject.

Same ii, first year
Sante as third year

2

do

:

Theory
Same as third year
Legal forms and Intokkeep

4
4

Mg.

I

Same id first year

2
2

3

Instrumental

Same as II rat year
2

4

i

.

--Til
1

Tennis eourts, athletic fields, and gymnastic apparatus are provided. Owing to the interest taken by the, native students in
athletics, their physical condition is being much impnwed. Athletic
and bicycle meets between the different schools are held each year
and prove to be of great benefit.
There were enrolled 76 students during the year 1906. The num-

ber of graduates from this department for the same year was -6.
Since the establishment of the school 113 students have been
mit d tned'.

The girl$' 801001.--For the education and industrial training of
girls there was established in 1898 at Shirin a school which, for
administrative purposes, is dependent upon Jlw Language School.
This school is intended solely for the education of girls and provides
two courses,. namely, course
for common education; course B, for
domestic sciences. Course A requires three years for completion and
prescribes the following studies: Morals, Japanese, arithmetic, writing, music, and sewing. Pods entering this course must be at least
8 years and not over 14 years of age. Course B provides- for
six

years'

work and prescribes the following studies: Morals,

Japanese, reading, writing, arithmetic, music, sewing, knitting, arapi7

tidal flower Making; and embroidering. Students in this course
range from 12 to 18 years of Age. There are three Japanese teachers,
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one of whom is a woman, and one native Chinese woman teacher.
The native teacher instructs the youiler pupils in sewing, for which
she receives $3.50 a month.

Students' art. admitted 1.-)y examination

are accepted each year. At present there
and but a limited
are 26 pupils enrolled in course A and 21 in course B. Since 1S98
there have been enrolled tnl the school 350 pupils, of whom 50
been graduated. Of these graduates. 30 are engaged as teacher, in
the public schools at salaries ranging front $2.50 to $5 a month, and
the remainder have married and live at home.
'The school is at present housed in poor quarters, two of the (lass
rooms having earth floors. but a new building is planned for the'
school when it is moved to Taihoku. and a proper normal department
for the training of women teachers will then be added. The work
k ellIOVeil to
done by this schdol is indeed creditable. awl
more spacious and better inplipped quarters it may In expected to lilt
a prominent position among the schools for the education of the
Natives.

The if edical S(11001,-1111011 the Medical School was opened eight

years ago the instructors were obliged to. go aillimg the Chinese and
labor to secure students, and. in spite of the fact that the Government
provided free schooling and-a liberal allowanco to cover the stiult,ntsliving expenses, their efforts were not at first crowned with 1110111
few students Were graduated and the parents
success. lout when
discovered the splendid opportunities that a medical training offered
for liberal finanokal returns, they were no longer hesitant about sending their children to the shool. There are in Form9sa 1,700 native
Chinese physicians practicing according to old Chinese nietluals.

The object of the Medical School is to replace these by trained
physicians. Tilldemand for the trained native physician is indeed
good if we are to judge -from the money compensation which the
graduates of the Medical School now receive: The graduates.
numbering 75, earn from $5 to $150 a month each. The wage of
the Chinese laborer in the island averages $0 a month. In face
of the splendid income. of these graduates, it is no little wonder that
the money-loving Chinaman is anxious to have his son become an
M. D.

The Medical School accommodates but 35 new students a -year.
Although the regulations of the school provide that the students' entire living ex'penSes and tuition are to be defrayed by the institution,
_yet,of the 300 applieuntsfor admission at the beginning of the peseiitvear 30 offered to pay their own expenses. So long as the regulations Temain as they are, admission will be determinedentirely upon
the basis of competitive .examinations. Of the 158 students at presentenrolled in the school, 10 pay their own way, while on the other
hand there are a number who entered without a penny to their credit.
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To take the examination one rpust have the equivalent of five years'
training in the public schools.
The Medical School is conducted in conkection with a Japanese
Red Cross Hospital which was established in the capital city several
Years ago. At that time the Red Cross, Society contributed $25,000
for the erection of a building and $.500 a.year for its maintenance,
provided that the hospital would be conducted in connection with
the medical training school. The Government has since taken the
matter up, and is now erecting in the vicinity of this hospital buildnip which, when completed, will have cost $150.000. The Government sanitary bureau is also erecting in proximity to the Medical
School and hospital, at a cost of $150.000. a laboratory which, when
completed, will muroubtedly; be the best of its kind in the East. Besides these institutions, there is a Government hospital directly opposite the Red Cross Hospital. This hnilifing, is being completed in
.sections, and when entirely finished will have cost about $250,000.

Hence the island is being furnished with splendid facilities for a
metrical education.

The school provides two courses, a preparatory and a regular
The preparatory course covers one -.year and embraces the
following subjects: Morals. Japanese, natural science, geography,
course.

history. arithmetic, and gymnastics. The regular course presupposes
the satisfastory completion of the preliminary course and prescribes
a course of study extending over four years. While this course does

not. presume to he of as high a standard as that which obtains in
medical schools in Japan, yet it is, so far as circumstances will permit, fashioned after such. A post-graduate course of one year is offered and all are encouraged to take it. Patients irr the hospital are
treated free of, charge. which affords advanced students, practical
work under competent instructors. There are two Ctrds, each of
which accommodates about 40 patients. Chinese and Japanese men
and women occupy the same wards. The writer was surprised to note
that about one-third of the students had cut their queues. because
they had found them to by in the way.

Upon a student's graduation he is presented with a certificate
signed by the governor-general permitting him to practice medicine
in the island, No one is permitted to practice here without a certificate from the Formosan government, although a certain proviso was
made when the Japanese took possession of the island whereby 1,700
native physicians were granted privilege to continue their praclice
under certain limitations.. When the new buildings are completed
the school will be able to graduate 60 students a year. The number'
at present is '25. Of the 73 students already graduated, 43 have taken
the post-graduate course, involving a training in the hospital. When
the graduate begins the practice,of medicine he is obliged. to serve a

.
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probationary period of several years, during which time he is watched
closely by the Medical School authorities and every possible assistance
rendered him. The institution is doing a splendid work and deserves
high commend a t

,*

The Agricultural School. Formosa is and undoubtedly always...e
will remain an agricultural colony. The soil is rich. rainfall abundant, and climate conducive to vegetation. lip to the time that the
island became a possession of Japan nothing was done toward the
application of scienee to agriculture. But now an agricultural ex
periment station under the supervision of the bureau of productive
industries of the Formosan government retains a corps of specialists
and does a splendid work toward improving agricultural conditions
in the island. This institution is located about 3 miles south of the
capital city and covers an area of 58 acres. The station is in charge
of a superintendent. assisted 'by 2 expert teachers. 2 special clerks,
17 regular teachers. 12 regular clerks, and 12 labOrers. Three of the
. teachers hold degrees as bachelors of, agriculture from agricultural
colleges in Japan.
The station provides a training school for Chinese natives. There

are three courses of study offeredagriculture. veterinary science,
and forestry. A student to be admitted to these courses'inust be a
member of a family owning 2i acres of land, and must hold a certifi-

cate showing the completion of the. fifth-year class of the public
school, which mead that he Must have a working knowledge of the
Japanese and Chinese languages. He must be upward of 17 years
of age, physically able, and of good character. He must be in a
position to be able to attend regularly for two successive years to the
work as prescribed in the course of study.

Candidates for entrance

mugt make application through the prefect of the district. who is
responsible for the examination and certification of the candidateS.
The course of study in the agricultural department covers two years
and embraces the following subjects: Science of wiculture, entomology, pathology, cattle feeding, manual training, and methods of
teaching. The students live in dormitories provided for them; food,
Clothing, and stationery are provided at their own expense, while
bedding and' mosquito nets ere rented to them by the station. During the period
their attendance they receive 10 cents a day as a
remuneration for their labor. It is said that a majority of the students are self-supporting, some even doing their own cooking. Their
daily programme is sdrnething after the following manner : 5.30 a. m.
in the summer (6 in the winter), rise; 6, inspection; 4.30, breakfast;
forenoon,_study ; afternoon, practical work; 9 p. m., inspection; 9.30,
lights out. Athletic fields are provided the students and aroom is
set aside for medical attendance, which is furnished free of charge.
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For student exwrimental purposes 1 acre of land is set aside for rice
fields, 31 acres liar vegetable and plant gardens, and 1.2 acres for an
orchard. Here the students practice cultivation. The habits of
harmful insects and methods of extermination are studied. A numlx'r of imported cattle are kept at the station, and the feeding and

treatment of cattle in general studied.
The practical work is in charge of two teachers, who are reserve
commissioned officers in the Japanese army, and the students are kept
under Military discipline.
Once each year the students are taken on exploring tours for observation and study, and whenever officers from the station go on
lecture tours among the farmers in the island, corps of students ae-

company Ahem to assist in the magic-lantern exhibitions as well
as in other ways. Once every week the students assemble together
with the officers'and teachers of the station, and general discussions

upon topics connected with the work are carried on in Japanese.
Here the students have an opportunity to practice their Japanese,
as they ate obliged to speak in turn before the assembly, setting forth
the results of their observations and study. In impromptu speaking,
and in making an appearance before a public assembly, the Chinese
student surpasses the Japanese. On holidays and during spare hour§
they are encouraged to collect insects.
Ttere are now 84 4udents admitted to the agricultural school each
year. Up 4; the present 1N students have been graduated from the
agricultural course, the majority of whom are engaged in work connected with the station.
.

.

.

.

.

The products under experimental cultivation and study in the
grounds of this station are rice, sugar cane, peanuts. China grass,
jute. indigo, tobacco, tumeric, sesi me. peppermint, and silk.. A spe,cial experimental garden for tea cultia is conducted at An-pei-chnig,
while another for tobacco culture is established at ioritsu.
Up to the present the station has compiled the following reports:
1. Inves&ations on the principal farm products of Formosa.
2. Agricfftural experiments.
8. Neat cattle in Formosa, with some notes on theIndian buffalo.
4. The 'Java potato.
5. Elephant-trunk worms which grow on-rice.
6. Description of farm implements used in Formosa.
7. Results of experiments in sericulture.
8. Tha six varieties of harmful rice worms.
Numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, and Shave been translated into Chinese and dis,
tributed among grbwers.
...
As a result of the station's experiments in the growing of peppermint in Formosa, a Japanese colony has been founded on the east

1
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coast and the cultivation of this plant undertaken on a large scale.
The station is also experimenting in sericulture, and hopes to add the
growing of the silk worm to the industries of the island.
The veterinary course is open to students who have completed the
agricultural course. Applicants must be of at least 19 years of age
and of good health. The course of study extends over six months, and

the rules pertaining to students and instruction are similar to those
.of the agricultural course. At present 16 students are enrolled.

The course in forestry is just being instituted, hence little can be
said about the work which it is intended to cover. Formosa is rich

in forest products and there is an excellent opportunity for the

.

student of forestry.
The bullish-id Sugar School.Since the island became a Japanese
possession nmeh has been done by the administration to improve and
extend the cane-sugar industry. At present about 20 per cent of
Japan's consumption of sugar is furnished by Formosa. Improved
sugar cane has been introduced from Hawaii and Java, and modern
crushing mills are being erected. This industry furnishes an excellent opportunity for the operation of industrial schools in connection
with it. The administration has not overlooked this fact. -Under
the supervision of a Government sugar bureau there was opened
in February, 1905, an industrial sugar school in connection with an
experiment station for the training of apprentices for work in sugar
mills. In July, 1906, the Industrial Sugar School and the analytical.
and experiment stations were consolidated in an experimental department of the sugar bureau.
In this department native and.Japanese students are trained as
apprentices. Those who are admitted to the school are expected. to
have had an elementary education. In this school there are two departments, a sugar manufacturing department and a sugar engineering department. The students in the engineering department number 15, while those in the manufacturing department number 26.

The branches pf study include agriculture, physics, chemistry,
arithmetic, national language, engineering, sugar manufacture, analy-

sis of sugar, management of stationary engines, intplement manufacture, management of sugar machinery, and the cultivation of
sugar. The number of hours per week devoted to each subject is
given in Table 7. The course is the same for both departments during the first ?ear, but in' the second special courses are given. At
present no suitable text-books have been found for the use of the
pupils, hence the itstructors are obliged to have them take notes
from lectures each day.
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TABLE 7.Number of hours per week allotted to each subject at the Industrial

"

Slit/fir School.

COURSE IN SUGAR MANUFACTURE.
Fl rat year.

Stabled.

I

Second year.

'First :Sedan II Third I First ;Second Third

period.' period.' period. 'period., period. period.

3!

AgrleoltUre
Physics

. 4

Clienlistry
Arithmetic

4

Sugar manufacturing

5

3
4

5

4

S.
;

I

4i
4

5

Japanese

3

I

4

4

3

3

3

16

16

16

4

3

!Sugar RIM [pita.

I

Cultivation of sugar

4

Total

LEI

27

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

4j

4

20

;

3

.

2S

0

2

26

24

ENGINEERINt. t'Ot'ItSE.
'

Agriculture
Physics
Chemistry

Arithmetic
Japanese

Engineering
Boiler and engine management
Manufacture of implements
Management of sugar mac htner
Total

3I

..... ...
3

3

3

5
18

9

... .....
23

23

29

Is

39,.

9
9
26

6
8
9

26

Prior to the opening of a sugar mill by the station, student apprentices in both courses were engaged in the cultivation of cane each day
1 to 5 p. m. (Saturdays and Sundays excepted) : but when the
Algal. plant was installed, 'students in the engineering course were
assigned as assistants in the installation and operation of machinery,
while those in the mallufajturing course were assigned to work on

the analysis and manufacture of sugar. Their work is carried on
under the guidatsee of competent teachers, who take the students on
inspection tours to native and improved mills. Recently the entire
.

corps of students has been engaged in work in one of the large modern
mills under the supervision of an instructor, and this has proved very
beneficial to them.
(c) PRIVATE SCHOOLS FOR CHINESE NATIVES.

/ During the Chinese regime the Chinese youth had for the most
Part to depend ilium, private schools for his instruction. The part
which these schools played in the educational system during that
period is fully set, forth in the previous section on " Education wider

the Chinese." The independent position occupied by the privy
schools prevented them from being- affected by the coming of he
Japanese) and tie to the year 1898 -they occupied much the same' po7
sition vi the native masses as before. In that year, when the publie school
school' item was formally established, certain regulations were

sP*
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made to bring the private schools under (oct.rnment control and
supervision. As long as a complete system of public schools was
not established throughout the island the administration deemed it
wisest to permit the private schools to continue, but, if possible, to
place them under such supervision and control as might result in
eventually bringing them up to a standard approaching that of the
public schoots.

The important position still occupied by the private schools is
attested by the fact that, during the year 1906, 20,142 native pupils
were under instruction in them. These figures as compared with
those for the year 1901 show a decrease of 8.000, but still represent
a number equivalent to about two-thirds of the enrollment in the
public schools. On the other hand, compared with the figures for
the year 1905 there is a slight increase. In 1906 there were 936
teachers in the private schools as compared with 1,543 in 1901.

The regulations pertaining to Chinese private schools prescribe
that such schools shall be under the supervision of the respective
local prefects; that the-course of study as,prescribed under the old
procedure shall be gradually tiered so as to include the Japanese
language and arithmetic; that reports shall be made each year to
the office of the prefect setting forth full particulars as to the work
of the school, student enrollment, and other matters; and that certain sanitary precautions shall be observed. The governor-general
may prescribe the use of such text-books. as lie n.y deem necessary.
and in cases in which the schools are properly managed certain
subsidies may be granted by the administration. In obedience to
the above regulations, by the year 1906 arithmetic had been introduced into 187 private schools, Japanese into 112, and both arithmetic

and Japanese into 80. A regulation more recent than these prescribes that private trhools shall cease to be conducted in districts
in which public schools are estplished. There were 927 private

schools in operation' during the year 1906.
These figures tend to show that the private school is still popular
with the Chinese. A parent May send his children to such a school

upon payment of about $5 a year for tuition, which is all he
need pay toward the support of the school. The average na-

tive private school makes provision for about twenty pupils. As
each child is a class unto himself, the parent can withdraw him from
the school at any time and for as many days as he may please without

interfering with his work.

Furthermore, the pupil may give the
bulk of his time to the study of Chinese in accordance with the

wishes of the native parent.
But for all this the native private school has little to commend it.
It is-housed in party lighted, poorly ventilated quarters, and under
the instruction of poorly trained teachers. The best that can be said
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for it is that it is distinctly Chinese, and naturally in favor on that
account with those who criticise the public school as teaching too
much Japanese and too little Chinese. As the establishment of public schools means the displacing of the private schools, it will undoubtedly not be many years before the native private school will no
longer find a place in the educational system of the island.
6. SCHOOLS FOR THE JAPANESE.

The Japanese in Formosa number less than 2 per cent of the
'island's population. That comparatively few Japanese have settled
in Formosa can not be imputed to a lack of educational facilities.
The 3,850 children of school age are being well cared for; in fact,
the schools provided for them are in many respects superior to corresponding institutions in Japan. The system conforms to that of
the mother country and consists of elementary and secondary schools.
(a ) ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

That 93 per cent of the Japanese children of school age in Formosa

are under instruction is due, in part at leash to the fact that elementary education is with them compulsory.

Elementary schools

are established throughout those portions of the island inhabited
by the Japanese and are under the supervision of the local prefects, as are the public schools for the Chinese natives; the expenses of maintenance are defrayed from the prefectural treasuries,
although a tuition fee of 15 cents a month for the primary and 25
cents a month for the intermediate course is assessed against each
pupil enrolled. The total amount of such tuition fees during the
year 19Q6 was about $5,000. The expenditures for the maintenance
of these elementary schools during the same year amounted to abOut
$35,000, which sum includes an item of $5,000 for buildings. In
districts in which the Japanese population is so sparse as not to warrant the establishment of elementary Japanese schools, arrangement4
are made whereby separate classes for the instruction of Japanese
children are provided in the public schools for he Chinese. During
the year 1906 fourteen native Chinese schoo . ere giving special
courses for Japanese pupils, the 221 pupils in these schools paying
the regular tuition fee:
The smallest regular elementary Japanese school in the island is
that at Toen, Nytrich provides for 41 pupils. The largest is the Taihoku City School, which has an enrollment of about 700 pupils. The
Taihoku school cares for nearly one-fourth of the pupils in the elementary Japanese schools, and is a model institution. The buildings
were erected at a cost of $40,000 and are remarkably well adapted to
school purposes, in addition to being distinctly ornamental. Like all
schools erected by the Japanese authorities in the island, the buildings
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. are so arranged that each room occupies the entire width of the building.

thus providing excellent lighting and ventilating facilities.

There are ten class rooms, a large assembly room, a sewing room for
girls, a room for scientific apparatus and natural history specimens,
and proper office accommodations for principal and teachers. The
grounds are spacious enough to provide flower gardens, playgrounds,
and athletic fields. The site was well chosen, being the most favorable location in the outskirts of, the capital city. There is not in the
whole of Japan an elementary school of a similar size as Well housed
as is this.
The teachers in the elementary Japanese schools of Formosa receive much higher pay than those in similar schools in Japan. The
average monthly salary of the Japanese elementary school teacher in
Formosa is $25, while that of the teacher in Japan is less than onethird of this amount. Women teachers are paid less. 411Pwing to the
splendid inducements in the way of good plaries, the educational
authorities in the island experience no difticuity'in securing excellent
materild as teachers in the elementary Japanese schools. In Japan
the salaries of the elementary school teachers depend very often upon
each annual budget in a school district, and, if the district is poor, the
teacher is often obliged to suffer a reduction in his allowance. The
teacher in the elementary Japanese schoO*. in Formosa is not thus
inconvenienced. For the most part, the lower grades in these ele-

mentary schools are taught by women, who receive an average salary
of about $8 a month.
The course of study prescribed for the elementary Japanese schools
in Formosa is similar to that for schools in Japan. It is quite necessary that it should be thus, for a large number of children are con-

stantly returning to or coming from Japan, and naturally wish to

continue their schooling with as little inconvenience to themselves as
possible.. Furthermore, graduates of elementary Japanese schools in
the island are received in Japan on an equal standing with the iraduates of the elementary schools there. As in Japan, the elemptary
gives a primary course of four years and an intermediate course of
twe years. hi the primary course morals, Japanese, arithmetic, music, and physical culture are taught, with sewing lessons added for
girls. In the intermediate course Japanese history and geography,
natural science, and drawing are taught in addition to the subjects
already enumerated. The text-books used are similar to those in use
in Japan. These, however, are to be supplemented by books especially adapted to Formosa.
Children are admitted to the elementary Japanese schools between
the ages of 6 and 14 years. There were 3,064 pupils enrolled in these
schools 'during the year 1906, about one-half of whom were girls.

Fourteen native Chinese schools .were, during that year, giving
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special courses for Japanese children, who numbhed 115 I>oys and
101 girls. The average daily attendance of pupils enrolled in the
elementary Japanese schools dul-ing 190(S was ,71;:t. When a sch
is sufficiently 191'0. to permit, boys and girls are taught in separa e
classes.

One of the particularly interesting features of the Japanese school
is-the system of class captains, who are selected. one far each class,.

on a basis of scholarship. When a visitor enters a doss room. the
ells.: captain rises from his seat, calls the class to attention, and the
members in obedience to his orders rise and, as one person, salute the
visitor. When the class is to he dismissed, it is done at the orders
of its captain, who assembles them on the school grounds in company
formation and, when they are at attention, gi VS the command " fall
out.". Likewise when the school session is called.the boys fall in under
their respective class captains and march to their class rooms. Phys-

ical culture in the Japanese school involves considerable military
drill, which. whenever the weather will pennitt is carried On Out of
doors. The Japanese pupil in Formosa demands more recreation
and play than lie would were lie in a school in Japan. for climatic
conditions in the island are conducive to fevei.s and epidemics.
-Moreover, the pupil in Formosa .finds that he can not study so
effectively as lie could in Japan, hence he must have more exercise
and recreation to keep in good physical condition.
Another disadvantage to the Japanese child in Formosa is the inferior social conditions which surrOund hint. The first Japanese to
come to -the island were not from the better classes and their moral
standards were not high. hence the children of the better classes are
often throWn among evil associates. The educational department is
doing everything possibloto counteract these unfavorable conditions,
and, so far as the elementary schools are concerned. the Japanese
pupil is receiving excellent care from the educational authorities in
the island.
(b) sEoNnmtv slinni.s.

The facilities furnished the Japane, e student for semulary education are (p!ite4qual, in poiut Of excel te, to those for elementary
training. After completing his six yeast's of primary and intermediate school training, the Japanese lot i who would remain in Formosa has the choice of entering the fiddle School or the normal
department of the Language School. For the girls there is a girls'
high school.

The Middie School. A .15-acre .eiece of ground has been secured

by the Formosan govertlent in proximity to Taihoku City for the
erection of buildings and dormitories-for a new middle school for
the Japanese. The completion of these buildings will involve an ea"iv
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penditure of $250,000 and. will give, to the island a middle school
superior to any in Japan. The cost of this project will be defrayed
from the government treasury. The school is at present housed in
temporary quarters in the city. The students, who number 104, are
required to pay a tuition fee of 80 cents a month. The school provides two departments, which may be styled A and B.
Department A makes English the major subject and proposes to
train's limited number of students in English manners, customs, and
ways of living, besides affording to them uu academic training.
Baron Goto, late civil governor in the island, who is responsible for

the founding of this department, said that it was his purpose in
recommending:such,a course to afford a means whereby Japanese

boys may be so,lhoroughly,trainja in the English language, manners,
and customs as to be able, it the completion of their studies, to move
about in foreign society With ease and comfort; in a word, to produce
Japanese gentlemen conversantili foreign customs. This course
is a noteworthy innovation in Japanese methods of training students
in a foreign language and foreign customs, there being nothing to
correspond with it in Japan; with the possible exception of a private
institution in Tokyo under foreign management. In light ofe444.
mpany criticisms which !uric during the past six montks_appeared
throughout the Japanese press on the superficial methods of foreignlanguage instruction in the middle schools of Japan, this experiment
in Formosa will undoubtedly, be watched with the closest attention
by Japanese educatiOnists.
.
The number of students in this course to enter each year is limited
Ito
30, who are to be selected by cpmpetitive examination. Applicants
must be at least 11 years of age, must have a training equal to that
given in the eleMentary Japanese schools, and must be able to defray
their living expenses in a dormitory provided in the school. .These
expenses, from a Japanese standpoint, are high, being at least $15 a
'Month. Students are required to live and dress in foreign style.
The course will extend over six years, and it is planned to have a
separate dminitory for each class, which is to be composed of 30
members. Each dormitory will be presided over by the head teacher
of the corresponding class or iorm. The first class, of 30 students
was admitted this year, but dormitory accommodations for them will
not be in readiness until next April. The .course of study includes
Japanese, English, Chinese, history, geography, mathematics, natural
-history,. physics, chemistry, drawing, music, manual training, and
gymnastics. The number of hours per week devoted to each subject

is given in Table 8.
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TABLE S.--Aliddle School study schedule Drpartment .4.
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An advanced course covering two years will be provided for gradThis latter course is designed especially to fit young men for
positions, in the Government service, particularly the colonial sellice.uates.

.

In speaking with.Mr. Iloinjo, the principal of the Middle School,
the writer was informed that the new Middle School is to be patterned. to a Vertain extent at. least, after Abbott's Hall, England,
which he had occasion to visit a year ago. The Middle School retains at present two foreigners as teachers of English, one a. Cana;
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'(Ban woman and the other-an American, the former of whom is to
have charge of the dormitories to be opened next April:
Department B, which is in reality "the Middle School proper,
requires five years for its completion, and corresponds to the regular
middle schools in Japan. The students registered in this department
do not live in dormitories. The course of study includes morals,
Japanese, Chinese, English, history, geography, mathematics, natural history, physics, chemistry, elements of law and economics,
drawing, music, and gymnastics. The number of hours allotted to
each subject is shown in Table 9. An advanced course covering one
year supplements the one just described. Military drill forms An
important feature of the prescribed work for the students of hotit
departments of the Middle School. and is conducted under the direction of a former army officer.
Alpo! Ptudii schedulrBeitrImnt B.

TABLE 9.--Middle

First year.
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The. officers of the Middle School consist of 1 principal (Shonin
rank), 7 teachers of Shonin rank and 17 of Hannin rank, a superintendentinf dormitories, and a clerk. The foreip English teachers
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receive $900 and $1,800, respectively. Living quarters are furnished

to all of the above teachers. The school has not been established
sufficiently long to graduate many students, but during the year 1906
19 were graduated.

The normal department.There is connected with the Language
School- a separate northal department for the training of Japanese
young men. as teachers for the public schools. Students to be accepted in this course must be at least 18 and not over 25 years of
age, and must have completed a course of study equal to that of the
fourth year of the Middle School. The course of study extends over
one year and includes the following subjects: Morals, pedagogy,
Japanese, Formosan Chinese. history, geography, natural science,
music, man 1 training, agriculture, commerm, and physical culture.
Manual train
agriculture, and commerce occupy but a small part
of the study schedule.. This department graduates about twenty
students a'year, and since its establishment about ten years ago it has
furnished 14:i teachers for the public schools of the island.

The Girls' Highyr ,s'rhool.There are more girls in attendance in
the elementary Japanese schools, in proportion to the number of
school age, than there are boys. Girls.to be admitted to the Higher
School must be not less than 22 years of age and must have had an
elementary school education. The course of study prescribed for
this institution is similar to that which obtains in like schools in
Japan. The admirable feature of its curricular) is that it attaches
great importance to the domestic sciences. Graduates from this school
are received in Japan on the same status as graduates of Girls' Higher

,

chools. there. There were 149 girls enrolled in this school during
the year 1906. which was (4 less than the number of boys enrolled
in the Middle School,and 125 more than the number of native Chinese. girls enrolled in the Shirin Girls' higher School.
Japanese students completing the courses prescribed in the secondary schools above enumerated are in a position to enter upon advanced work in schools in Japan. The facilities which the Formosan
government offers to the Japanese youth for a first-class commonschool education are indeed good, and when the new middle school
is completed the island' trill have a high school Superior to any in
J4pan.
7. SCHOOLS FOR A BORIC! N ES.

The leavage tribes in Formosa still occupy and control the eastern
(mountainous) half of the island. Their population is estimatdd at
103,000. The question of bringing this population under control and
their lands to exploitation is one which is receiving much'
opening
attention from the administration. A military police force, made up
of 8,50.0 Japanese police, 1,500 Chinese native police, and 5,000 native
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coolies, bas succeeded, under the direction of the superintendent of
police, in establishing a guard line along the savage frontier. This
line 'has been advanced from time to time, but recently it was forced
back by a combined attack on the part of the savages in the northern.

part of the island and much territory regained to savage control.
The difficulties with which the police have to contend are many. The
country is mountainous and covered With a dense jungle well adapted
to the sort of guerrilla warfare which the savages indulge in.

The tribes in the northern ITO of the island belong to the Atayal
group of head-hunter savages and are the most difficult with which
to deal, while the Antis, Paiwan, and Payma groups in the eastern
and southern districts are eomparatively peaceful. It is. among these

latter groups that the administration is attempting to establish
schools.

l'p toitile present twel%:e schools have been opened in 'Tito
prefecture in vi pages along the east coast and three in Koshun in the

southernmost part of the island, It is worthy of note that these
schooLs have been established in the same villages and among the
samtribes as those opened by Chinese thirty-five years ago. In fact,
as a result of the work of the Chinese school in one of the villages
in Koshun, many of'the nictubers ofone of the tribes of the Paiwan
group still wear the queue and dress in Chinese style.

The regulations ptiovide that no tuition fee hall be charged in
the savage schools. The expenses of maintenance are defrayed from'
the prefectural treasuries. Duringthe year 1906 the sum of $12,000
was spent on savage eduCation. The course of study extends over

four years, and aims to teach the children to read and write the
Japanese kanna (alphabet ) and perform the simple operatioliS in
.# arithmetic. Their course of study naturally includes much conversational work in Jaiamese. Music, manual trIlining, and agriculture

are added as hal conditions permit. The pupils are rewarded for
faithful work by prizes consisting of clothing and fuo41. The teachers assigned to these schools number 40. of whom 25 are Japanese.
Chinese natives, and 7 savages. They are paid $72 a year for the
Japanese, $44 a year for the Chinese .nat ire, and $35 a year for the
savage teachers. The Japanese teacher in a savage village is recognized by the members of the tribe in that. place as an important personage. He has succeeded in winning the good will of the chieftain
and headmen, for many instances are cited of these chieftains and
headmen calling upon the village school-teacher to act as arbiter in
their controversies.
There were 996 boys and 92 girls enrolled in the fifteen savage
chools during the year 1906. Of these pupils, 167 were between the
ages of 7 and 10 years; 565 between .the age( Of 10 and 15; 280 between the ages of 15 and '20; 29 upward of 20 years, and 48 of ages
unknown. The average daily attendance dying the year was 571
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for the boys and .5(1 for the girls. The low average daily attendtince
is probably due to 'the fact that, owing to the poverty of these tribes,
they are obliged to\ utilize the services of their children as much as
.possible in the fieldS which they till. These schools have thus far

graduated 47 boys and 1 girl. One of the graduates subsequently
entered the medical school in Taihoku City and did very creditable
work. The other graduates arc employed as interpreters and police
in the districts in which
These tribes prove themselves capable of being affected by
influences. The children make good progress in their studies, but
appear to be lacking in mathematical ability. The parents seem to be
anximis to have their children learn to read and write. Indications
At present seem to point to 11 successful issue in the educational work
among these tribes.

4

S. EDUCATION UNDER THE JAPANESE CONTRASTED WITH THAT UNDER
THE DI"PCII AND CHINESE.

In contrasting education under the Japanese with that under the
Dutch and that under the Chinese we sh,ould measure each in light
of its peculiar aims and accmnplishments.
The Dutch aimed to convert to Christianity the savage tribes among
whom they settled, hoping thereby to better their trade relations.
Their missionaries came to Formosa and found a peopl (or peoples)
savage and addicted to vile practices. As a result of the thirty years'
labors of these missionaries the savage tribes were given a written
lant.mage and improved social customs, which were carried down
through successive generations, remnants of which are to be found
even to the present day. Measured in the light of their day or, in
fact, in the light of tttday, the achievements of the 'itch missionaries can not be 'judged otherwise than as remarlaible.4
Education during the Chinese r6gime in Forinosa naturally followed the trend of education in China proper. The Imperial examinations dragged all that flavored of educational effort through the
same ruts year after year until one administrative officer, bolder and
more enlightened than his predecessors, attempted to, lift, it upon a
higher planethat of usefulnessoely to have his work so well begun
suffer at the hands of a reactionary successor. But so far as the
masses were concerned the private school met their wants, which
fortunately were few.
The really interesting phase in educational effort under the Chinese
was that which had to do with the establishment Of schools among the
aborigines. As early as the beginning of the eighteenth century the
Chinese recognized the utility of the public school in Formosa as a
means of bringing an alien race under subjugation. The schoOla.
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established among the tribes which had _previously come under the
influence of the Dutch assisted to hasten the adoption of Chinese customs by these tribes. It was not, however; till 1875 that the Chinese
.seriously attempted to subjugate any of the untamed savages through
the medium of the public school. When, in that year, special textbooks for the instruction of the savages were adopted, it appeared as
if the Chinese had begun to realize the fact that the Three Charadter
Classic was doubly meaningless wheU placed in the 1*nds of a savage
child. But such was not the case; for, ten years later, when the
enlightened Liu Ming Chuan attempted to subjugate the tribes of
the headhunter Atayal Group of savages by giving them schools, he
adhered to the old custom and prescribed the Chinese Classic. Despite
the apparent crudeness of their methods, the fact remains that the
Chinese had accomplished, during the years 1875 to 1891, much in
the way of assimilating the savage tribes throughout the
The fact that.- when Japan took possession of Formosa she found
but the fragments of an antiquated Chinese ,rehool system, should
not be interketed to mean that had China continued in the possession of the island that system would have been perpetuated. The
educational revolution which has swept over China during the past
few years could not but have affected Formosa.
When Japan annexed Formosa she already had the advantage of
twenty-five years' experience in modern educational administration.
Before the island had been pacified she set to work'to establish a
system of public instruction. Now after twelve years' labors we
find 5.5 per cent of the native Chinese children of school age enrolled
in public schools, or about 9 per cent under instruction in both public
and private schools. Statistics of edueat ion in the Philippines for the
year 1906 show 20 per cent of the children of school age enrolled in
publieschools, and about 25 per cent under instruction in both public
.and private schools.'
Public instruction in.Formosa aims toconvert the native child into
a loyal Japanese subject. It attempts, however, to reach only that part
of the native Chinese which is able to contribute toward-the financial
support of the schools. The people are given schools as they-are able
to pay forlhe,m. But when a district gets a school, it is a splendidly
constructed, well-equipped building, set upon a sii0 which allows of
plenty of room for playgrounds. The teachers rovidfd for these
schools are well trained and apparently devoted to'their work. Statistics for the years 1900 to 1907 show that the enrollment in the
public schools is gradually increasing. (See Tables 10 and 11, pages
63,64.)
The facilities for the secondary education of the native Chinese are
apparently insuffiCient. A Chinese parent, a ma rho pays iti.taxes
several hundred dollars a year toward the support' of the public
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nientary school in his district, when asked why he did not send his
boy to it, said, "What's the use?' ,If I send him to the public schoolhe learns Japanese, and when he has finished what use is it to him?
His chances of entering a higher school are very few." Those secondary institutions which ate provided are good, rnd so soon as they
are in a position to accommodate much larger numbers than possible
under the present conditions, they will assist greatly in the cause of
native Chinese education.
The !midi, schools established by the Japanese are doing infinitely
inure fothe native Chinese girl than any Chinese school ever at-.
tempted to do. But the number of native girls in attendance in the
.

public schools in proportion to the population is still exceedingly low.
'Elie Chinese parynt is only beginning to give to his daughter the opportunities which a few years ago he deemed approprptte for his son
only.

The administration has not neglected to furnish to the Japanese
children resident in the° island splendid facilities fur both elementary

and secondary education. -Ninety-three per cent of the. Japanese
children of school age in Fornrosa are under instruction. The schools

and the instruction provided are, on an average, better than those
furnished in .1a pan. .\s for secondary education, the new middle
school will eclipse anything of a like nature in the mother country,

t

and will afford the graduates of the elementary schools splendid facilities for advanced education.
,
As regards the aborigines..schools are being provided for the chil.
dren of the peaceful tribes only. According to the policy of the administration, subjugation must precede education. This is perhaps
k the safest policy. The savage problem in Formosa is one which pre,
scuds great difficultie. and it will undoubtedly be some years before

he administration will have succeeded in placing the savage tribes
iiiner control.
Thus it may he said for education limier the Japanese that the
utility of the facilities furnished is excellent. It .may, however, be
1.. .

criticised in that it doeN not pretend to reach the native masses. The
Emperor's decree of 1871 "in regard to education does apply to the

Japanese resident in the island, but it can not yet be said that it' is
intended to embrace the native Chinese population. To convert
3.000.000 Chinese into loyal Japanese subjectsin a word, to "Japinize " them, is indeed an ambitious aim. Formosa's proximity to
China and the overwhelmingapreponderance of Chinese in'the island
/ are factors which, combined with the strong racial characteristics of
the Chinese, make one hesitate to express a favorable opinion upon
the subject. The Japanese in official positions in the island are by
no means unanimous in an assertion of Japan's ability to Japanias

-
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the natives. It is a que, n Which time alone can anstnr. In the
meanwhile, other nations w
vatch with interest Japan's labors in
that direction.
Expenditure for education for the year 1906.
FOR THF: LANGUACE scllOoL. INCLUDING THE ENVENSF:S OF THE NIIIIDLE SCHOOL. THE
8C11001. FOR NATIVE GIRLS. THE WHIN. 11161IER scHool., AND xr:xcitLas' SALARIES
IN TI1E IIANKA PUBLIC SCHOOL.

Teachers' salaries
Traveling expenses of teachers_
Foreign teachers (English).._-__
Students at government expense
Expense:: of maintenance

Yen.
1152. 11

",050. 73
4. s21. 33
30.291. 07

.

10.(111/4:.07

Repair!;
1111scellattetts expenses

1

6.903.34)

'Total

110. 626.
ELEMENTARY

Teachers'
_
Traveling expenses of tvaehers
.

s I-1111 .1%I.ANESL.
__

34. 4112. SO

1.!017.113
9. S:d). 36

Ninintetintice expenses
Repairs
Miscellaneous expenses.

4 305.13
7.36)4.91

Total

__

57,1)34. 15

SulloOLs FOR till NEN- NATIVES,

Teachers' salaries
Teachers' traveling expenses_

244. 752. 3S

12.176.06

Total a

.250.928.44
PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR SAVAGES.

Teachers' salaries
Traveling expenses of teachers

13, 430. 43

Iktaintetaance and repairs
Miseellanetr expensON

5. 642. 20
'8, 404. S.

S68.90

Total

28, 340. 40
SUMMARY,

4
Language school
Elementary schools for Japanese
Public sebooKfor Chinese natives_
Public schools for sal-ages

Grand total

UR 626.01
57, 934. 15
256, 925. 44

23. 340.40
448. 835. 60

Noin.---The Japanese ten exchanges at the rate I ten $0.405 United States gold.

Of the above items, the expenditures for the Language School.
which include, besides the Language School proper, the Middle
School, the Girls' Higher School, and the Shirin Girls' School, are
All other expenses are met from the district funds for the purpose.

7
i

)
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met from the insular treasury; the expenditures for the elementary
schools for Japanese are met fr.ni the prefectural treasuries; those
fur the public sholds fin. Chinese natives are met from l(wal taxes
for teachers' salaries and traveling expenses). revenues from school
properties. and contributions; those for the public schools for savages
from the *prefectural treasuries. Tuition fees in all eases go toward
the support of .the schools from which they are collected.
It is to he noted that in the items set forth under the head of expenditures for 'public schools for Chinese natives there are included but
the two items. teadiers. salaries' and '' teachers' traveling expenses.- These items are nag Irian the local prefectural treasuries,
while those for the militenance rephir, and upkeep of the school are
defrayed from the local tax assessments and properties belonging to
the school.
bar the year 19116.

r opil. ented
re due

l

Pupil,.

l'zi VIII rs

Rind of .4114.1

tiradnates
during the
year.

log the year.

a
a
:

A

Ii

Public sclowd. for ;
t 'Mlles.. not tvc...
Ptuldie Nehool. for

mvseeg

Hanka

Seism,' a

1

Shiriti Idris' SeMml
Elena:Mary schools

1

for lapatiese
Higher Iitl' School.

Japanese....
Middle School. for
1 or

'

40 ,....
13
1

1

I

5

moil

'

324

,

tr2

1, IN,

131

1:04

4

24

,51

1,634 .1,601

:I.:NI

11

149

1.411

:

362.

:.5

175 1

74

21

!

.5

:

1.071 1,051

417
,

47

1

46

219 ; 16 . 4

26
6

,

6 '.... 6

2.125 Zi9 252

491

......

213

213

109

100

19 ,...

19

....

44

.

II X

107

41

197

'PI

ir.)

A.

20

20

.29

(i3

431)

75

4Y1

916 19.561

331

19,915 15.211

1

41

41

20

I

(14

1

14 i s e ell It it eons I
schools',

I'rivale l'Illnese
Pei10015

Total

3

14

6

-

,..I
Itiplinese,
Aendemie depart- .
t'll 1 n e NI'
Ilve%

:

:,96

1 I

Normal depart-

moil

.i

1

.

Japanese

Chin ese
lives

I

40

SSIS

i

1

55 i 29

14

Lanatinee z.tellool:
1

I

73a 27, SV.! 3.961 31 2 12.920 2.149 15.069 519 1 16

57

6s1

15 .

Public

.

.

1.41

.

76

13

NS

Ill i

916

.

1, 141 1.tT 104

76

31

6

31

30

495

36

17

242 15.456

1.911 51.394 6,379 57.761 ,31. 459 :4687 .34,146 963

i

1,109

Banks School la In reality a piddle Chinese school. and the figures given Akre! for
this st 11001 may well 1' Included In those for piddle schools for Chinese natives.
The Item " nils,e1ILneens Kehoola
pclvale Schools for Japanese. a night
school, a special law school 'tprivatel, mud
and ciatestouary schools.
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TABLE 1 1. School statistics for fhb years 1900 to 1906, inclusive.
es

Year.

schools. Male
1900
1901
1902

j

.

1909

Girlie

2,03h

49, 06X
53, 421

48,662

1,906
2,682
3,221
3,841

I

1.993

-12

2, Mr

47 i

2, VA.1

40,060
46,386

2, 337 1
2. 195

65

2, 40'2

71

2,266

50.40 .

1.861
1,892

77

1,938
1,984

15,095'

.1,490

49. 56.5

46,4711

6,444

1, 911

51, 394

6, 370

51. 931
57, 764

1,250
1.140

,,

1, 807

I

1

92'
104

Studenta entered during
year.

Year.
Boys.
1900
1901

\

G I rh. .

I

......
'
1

1902
1903
1904
1965
1906

Total.

1,712
1,600
1.5.50
I

Pe;
maie.i Total..i Boys.

1, 624

4,270

1904
1905
1906

Pupils enrolled.

Teachers.

Num
her of

:
!

1

Total.

I

Boys.

1.256

9, 736

208

9,049

1,011

12. 497
10. 199
27, 133

2,011

40.541
14,509
12,257
29,614
28,947

112
451
302
636
737
963

25, 666
30,5.19

2.1:81
3, 261

1,687

_

:4,146

52.543

Graduates' during the
year.

1/4 6, 478

2,1,56

41,916

Girls. . Total.
45
36
69
67

25.3

150

520
389

tZ47

230

2%

I .

875
967
2h9

The figures above include all classes of schools entered in Table 10,

but do not include the Medical School, the Agricultural Scluiol, or
the Industrial Sugar School. These are considsred separately.

APPENDIX.
MISSIONARY SCHOOLS.
A report moon education in Formosa would be Luomplete wit bout it descrip.
Ikon of the splendid work dime by the foreign missionary. societies.

(a) VIE SIANISII

Considering the proximity of Formosa to the rhilipitine Islands. It is not
strange that Spain should have sent her missionaries to the ishsnd. us early
as 1020. 'From 1020 to 11142 Jim:tilde:to friars carried on missionary work
among the Pepohnans. (Pr 'peaceful savages of the plains. In the vicinity of
Kelung. The field of their labors embraced the country lying within a radius
of 20 miles from Kelting. Churches were establisimi In ten different v11Mpg, and during the sixteen years which the misidon operated la Formosa
ten fathers and three brothers of the Domini:mu order bail come to the Island.
A school was opened on Palm Island. fu !idling Harbor, about 'he year 1630,
and enrolled at one tline asPinany 714 41K) pupils. 'fills school aimed to teach
Ito- savages to read and write their oe' language in minimized chbracters,
with the object In view of preparing them fur work in the church. The educational work of the mission was 4.610111e:I to this one

.

During the year 1042 the Dutch (Inlve AheSpanish from the islttad, and.it
was not until the year 1710 that any. of the Sp:oil:4h missionaries returned.
During that year Father Manilla visite41 North Formom. and repoirted finding
one of the descendauts of the Pets: Mums, who had come under the lotinenee
of the Spanish missiou prior to the year 11142, who was able to flbssol and write
the romanized native language. It was not, !However, until the year MO that
the Spanish mission wits reestablished in Fornitma. By that time all vestiges
of the labors of their early missionaries had been entirely old iterated. During
he year 15:41 two Dominican fathers settled at Talmo. South Formosa, and
opened there a church and school.
Fp to the present churches have been established In 20 v11111/(04 throughout
the island. Twelve loomla lean fathgss are In charge of these churches. At

Cheng King, in the vicinity of Takao. there was established. In 1594, a girls'
,

school and orphanage, which was placed In charge of a nun who was sent from
Manila for that purpose. Since then two More nuns have comb from Manila to
assist at this girls' school. Chinese girls of poor parents or Without parents
are cared for In this Instnution.. They are trained as houselpves and married
to members of the churchror as teachers for the 'school. There are at present

50 girls In the school. About 10 miles south of 'nicht' there Is a school for the

training of young men for positions In the church. Tye Institution has an
enrollment of 28 students,.and is under the charge of two fathers, assisted iy
two Chinese .teachers. The 'commas of study extends over five years. These
two schools are the only educational institutions at present conducted by the
Spanish mission.
85
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(b) THE ENoLIMI 1'RESOYTEKIA14 xttssms.

As for Protestant missions, the English Presliyterian Mission considers South
Formosa its field of labor, while the Canadian Presbyterian 31Igsion cares for
North Tornio:qt. The English Presbyterian Mission watt( established in South
Ftrkrtnosa during the year 1s11.71. Its native chapels now number about sit
Up to the year 1553 all educational work in this mission was confined to train.:

lug young men for the ministry. During that yeat 3Ir. lleorge Ede catne to
Formosa to take elmrge of mission schools. After Iwo years' training in the
native Chinese (HOMO, he Opened 11 Shool iii Tahtuu, which was named the
Talmo' High School. III
a special building was provided for the sels511,
It accommodated 50 pupils. This
Is at joesent under the direetion of
Mr. F. It. Johnson, assts ll by tome' Chinese aunt one Japanese, who give half
their time to the tachoi
InstruetIon is given In Chinese, history, geography,
arithmetic, and Japanese, the latter subject being taught in response to the
Formosan government regulations pertaining to private schools under foreign
management. English Is taught to those only who pay a special fee In addition to the regular fee of $111 it year. The pInol has at present an'enroliment
of 48 resident male students. It accepts graduates of elementary schools provided by the mission. These elementary schools, of "lcai cow:mg:Oh:EMI
schools," aim to reach the children of the local congregations. Thetle are at
preseat 10 of these schools. The eurriCuluin provides n six-year course embracing the following subjeets: Chinese (reading of the ciassiest, rending and
writing of the rim anized Chit MR% nrithmetic, geograidly..allti the Scriptures.
Each of these sellouts hats one Chinem: teacher, and there are between 300 and
400 children limier instruction.
The mission also provides a girls' school, which was estaidishvti In 1557.
It akommotottles rte resident students. At present there are 9 lichtg at the
Khoo]. The English vvomen connected with the mission have charge, assisted
by native women teachers. The ell 11CM/41111 covers the following subjetts:
Chinese, rending and writing romanized Formosan Chinese, arithmetic. Jnitanese, history, geography:- Scriptutes, and tiontestie science.
Chinese and a
Japanese tenehergive a few hours a week to teaching in this school.
In addition to the girls' school there is a women's shool, where Christian
women can live for n year or two for the poriose of receiving instruction In
rending the Scriptures. There n re at present In women thing in this institution.
The training of young num for the ministry has twelve(' the attenthm of
the mission from the time of its establishgtent in the lahind. In 1550 the
first WIWI:1g for that purptme was erected. It nevoninkflateti 13 students
and 1 tutor. During the year 19118 the present bnildin was opened. It
accommodates 40 students, hilt the number In actual atteminnee averages about
25. This school Is under the charge of the Rev, Thomas !Sunday. who mime
to'Formosa in 1104 to join the mission. Besides a Chinese tutor, one Chinese
and one Japanese teacher give half of their time In teaching in ibis institution. The ctirriculum includes the Bible, theology, church history, eta., and
arithmetic, Chinese, Japanese, and ginging. The course extends over tow.
years. For practical training the students preach each Sunday lit stations in
proximity to the school. They are nliowed $2.25 a month each to cover MOr"
expenses; married students are allowed a trifle more.
There are connected with the mission pre° hospitals, each of which is
' tthder. the charge of n foreign physician.) These hospitals accept a cOrfAin
number of native young men for training' Classes nre provided for theoretical instruction. ratty of the graduates of these.hospltalsare doing splendid
work as practicing physicians among the natives. Now that the Government
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authorities permit only the graduates of the Government Medical School to
become practitioners, there are fewer osolings for the studentetraltnl in these
hospita

For Ina ay years the Hastaaa has been publishing it monthly paper In roman.
fired Formosan, which circulates among the native membeis of the church and
undoubtedly exerts a beneficent educating influene.
(r) THE CANADIAN l'ItEslaTEHIAN MISSION.

The Canadian Presbyterian Mission established itself In Tamsul, Norttl For11111F41,

In 1872. It has now, distributed throughout the northern half of the
GO chapels with mbdioal dispensaries attached. It tuaintains, at

Tionsui, a school known as Oxford'Colleia, where native young men are
Ira hued as Alergyawn. A course of study situilar to that -prescribed In the
Tainan theological school obtains here. In addition to the theologicill
the mission also conducts a girls school and a hospitiii. It is at present prepar-

nig to extend the scope of Its educational murk by the erection of a building
for school purposes in the vicinity of the capital city.
4

From an educational point of view, the missionary societies In Formosa
have been resismsible for tenehing thousands to read and write their owl, language. besides, affording to Many a modern common school l.th i ea lion. The
les lu3te, in addition to their educatival work, given to the
British si
ti

et' medical attendance. Now that the Japanese are establishing
modern schools and hospitals throughout ;he island, If would. appear that I
the labors of the missionaries In educational work wituld he less pro llllll need
in the future than in the past; but, as the public school is at present designed.
to resell only those who are la a positiou to pay for its privileges, there is

natives

still room for the mission school.
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Thleiler of elementary schools, 33; Japanese. 34,
52; statistics, 63.
taught in middle school. 55, 56.
Text-books, in the schools of Formosa, 35.
Physiology, taught In middle school. 55, 56.
Time-tables
of schools In Formosa, 20. 36; of Ian..
Political economy, acadeniic department of lanpage ichoolse 44.
guage school, 43; In middle school, 55, 56.
trigouotnet ry, taught in middle school. 55. 56.
Presbyterian mission, English, 66; Canadian, 67.
Tuition. free in schools for aborigines.
Private schools,in Formosa, 19; for Chinese na- W riling. taught In language school. 41.
tives, 49.
Zoology, taught in academic department of lanPublic schools.established 147.the Chinearin Forguage schoo1,13; in middle school, 36.
moo., 27.
I
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